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With liuppv laughter, with joyous dreams
We glided in fearless faith :
Then—the sudden jar on the sunken rock;
The grinding crash, the horrible shock :
The headlong plunge to death.

A moment's whirl of boiling foam,
Uev. Mr. Goodrich is said to have originated A shriek through the slumberous day
j! Then smooth blue waters and calm blue skies.
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Tiie rot appeared in Ireland, and caused
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The detonation of the potato was observed in Prussia, more than sixty years ago.
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the agricultural publications from 1050
to 1720.
It win during the war ot the
American Revolution, that the poor people

The potato possesses great value as an
article of diet, as It contains hydrogen, car-

in England and Ireland began to eat potait was looked upon
to save bread,

and

in

bon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, iron,
lime, all articles of nutrition.

toes

long time, and.at various
eras styled “Ireland s lazy root," and the
“root of slovenliness, filth, misery and
slavery.’’ It Is first mentioned as one of
the cultivated pro lurts of Virginia in 104ft,
with aversion for

among the pr -ducts oi New York and
New England in 1741b
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starch may be converted into dextrine. Postarch acted upon by sulphuric acid,
Alcohol may be
produces grape sugar.

one

over

nearly

all

the same quantity of spirit as one of malt.
The refuse of potatoes from starch making
are used for cleaning woolen cloths without
injuring their colors, and the liquor decant-

the

Well may
as

we

trace

from the starch is excellent for cleaning
silk.
The Mexicans and Peruvians are said to
ed

••I)oetb all things well
File

is

tato

history of this valuable esculent, we
truly say that the Author of Nature

can

Sometimes it

thickening soups and

made from potatoes. A French writer says,
hundred pounds of potatoes will afford
thirty pounds of spirit. Even frosted potai toes are employed for the production of arhas !
dent spirits. Three and a half bushels afford

of

v*:n-

habitable parts of tie? world.
we look back and wonder, and
the

The starch of the pouterus.
used extensively in the arts. It is
used in the preparation on calicoes, and is
often sold under the name of English arrow
is
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now i-, and from its oriplaced it whengin on the far-off mountain’s side, in a half
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have preserved potatoes for years by exposing them to frost, and drying them in
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important constituents

or the

potato at starch and albumen The amount
of starch varies in different varieties, and
--

also in the

j

the sun. In some parts of the West the
potato has become a naturalized weed, from
living over winter in the ground. Some of

same variety in different months,
| farmers say that it is the worst weed t hey
having nearly four per cent, more in Nov- i
have.
ember than In August.
The potato is well
A French writer says, “the use of potaadapted to be eateu with meats which con- 1 toes as the sole ailment of certain popnlatain much nitrogen.
lions, is one great cause of the decrease in
The brain and muscle feeding principle
stature of th.i human species. For instance,
reside ’rhiefly in tin-seed end near the eyes,
in France the height of the soldiers in 17*P
in this country it is especially invaluable
was 5 feet 8 inches; in 1823 it was r> feet
where every one eats meat, supplying, as
inches, and now is only 5 feet.” Liebig
it does, the elements wanting in that food.
“In Germany where the people feed
says
< H KM ICAI. A N AT. YSIS.
almost exclusively upon potatoes, the dimiThe ashes of the .potato tuber, according nution in statue is still more marked.” We
to Prof. Morton, yield
think it far more probable that the selection
57.75
Potash,
of the tallest men for the army, leaving
1

--

--
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1.S0
Soda,
5.28
Magnesia,
2.07
Lime,
Phosphoric AHd..12.57
--------...

---------

Sulphuric Acid..13.64
Silica,.4.23
Peroxyd of iron,.52
Common Saif,.7.10
The above is the average of six different

analysis. The same authority gives the
analysis of the ashes of potato tops as follows

Potash,.28.02
Soda,.16.26

Magnesia,.7.09

Lime,.10.90
Phosphoric Acid,.7 02
Sulphur Acid,.O.ss
Silica,.3.85

Peroxyd

of

Iron,.1.05

only those of low stature to procreate, has
much more to do with the decrease of stature, than potato diet.
CONCLUSION.

We have briefly traced the history o! this
vegetable product from its original home, I
upon the Andean slopes, through it various j
changes and wonderings, down to its full j
maturity in our times. It may be interest- j
Ing and instructive to watch its upward
progress, surmounting all opposition, and
gradually taking its place high up in rank
x.
of useful food plants.

S. tuberosum, L. Common potato. Stem,
herbaceous ; subterranean branches bearing
tubers ; leaves,piuuatifled, segment unequal,

The way to wealth is as plain as the
way to market. It depends ehiefly on 1 wo
words—industry and frugality; that is,
waste neither time nor money, but make
the best use of both. Without industry
and
nothing will do, and with
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them
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The manager had tendered the services
of tip- company for a benefit to a hospital
which needed funds, and there was every
prospect of n fashionable, as well as a
crowded house. Ninette, our equestrian
queen, iiad entered more fully into the
spirit of the scene than any of us, although
we were all more than anxious to make
the alliiir a great success.
I low 1 loved Ninette! So oddly, too,
that '•jmetimes my own love almost bewildered me; it'-' persistency having no
hope in il, yet its hopelessness having no
despair. It was a iovo Rmi never was
moved by her indifference or scorn, and
never weakened by lierown contempt.
She
was proud of her own beauty and of her
power over us all, and she never attempted to hide this—never domineering over
the female poitnrmers, who were all older
and plainer than herself, but domineering
most despotiealh over every male perHut she did it so
former in tin- circus.
prettily and bewitchingly that I was not
{lie only one who bad laid his love at her
feet to be trampled on at her girlish pleasI had but poor health then, and
ure.
this was one source of Ninette’s merry
sarcasm.
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The potato balls should be

gathered when perfectly ripe, and the seeds

when in says
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produced by sowing the seeds

are

(he balls.

from

sweet potato

the

foliage, shape

lime of growth, and productiveness.

These

evening of the following day It was
only on the afternoon of June s’l (nearly
two days after the arrival of Nathan in
England,) that the news of the great battle and victory of Waterloo, and the complete overthrow of Napoleon, got known.
Nathan, radiant with joy, was the first to
inform his friends at the Stock Exchange
DECEMBER
NUMBER 24.
1871.
of the happy event, spreading the news a
quarter of an hour before it was given to
I shook my head slowly. “Never again, in
Two Women Fighting a Bear.
The House of Rothschild.
the general public. Needless to say that
fancy the whole performance as I lay
Ninette.”
with the whole programme before me,
faster than they had fallen,
[Correspondence of the New York Sun.]'
About thirty year? ago, when “doing” the Funds rose
“Why?" she asked in feigned astonish- and the well-known airs to guide me. At
were pubFrankfort under the guidance of a as soon as the official reports
ment.
Callicoon, N. Y., New. 16, 187J.
last, with a quickened beating of my
lished of the great battle of Waterloo,
to
an
I
recollect
taken
For the past six weeks the neighbor- cicerone,
beit*g
“I shall never walk again anywhere, I j heart, I felt that the time was come for
which enriched the house of Kothschihl by
think, Ninette; certainly not on the vi- Ninette’s appearance. I knew the very hood of Otter's Hole, on the southern exceedingly small and dirty street in the about £1,000,(XX)
sterling, and bad laid
be
the
called
what
or
confines
of
Judcn-dassc,
Delaware County, has been
might
brating wire. I know 1 must 1)0 a.-*—be tune with which the band would greet
the foundation of a European power in
assured
and
slums
of
the
town,
with
bears.
Not
being
lame all my lile; and I’m trying, as I lie her.
Ah I there it was; but drowned al- pestered
unfrequently
the financial world for the descendants of
here, to get accustomed to the thought, most in a loud prolonged applause. Then these animals have made their appearance that there dwelt the mother of the Meyer Ben Moses Arasehei, the poor
no one dare to
and
that
Rothschild
race,
the
A
few
have
been
and to feel prepared.”
among
people.
banker’s clerk, of Frankfort-on-the-Main.
—knowing she was performing— 1 lay shot
“No! no!” she cried quickly.
“Don’t there quivering in every limb.
by the hunters. On Thursday, one cleanse either the house or the adjoining
Another anecdote C recorded ot this
its primeval tilth as long
from
of
these
customers
visited
the
farm
synagogue
to
it.
accustomed
to
Ricardo.
gruff
It
was
as
one of the hospital phy- I
Try
try
get
just
Nathan which will show the perils atto think of getting well, and that wiil
sieians and a nurse came into my room, ot ,1 acob Beardsly, a sort of farmer, hunter, as the old lady lived, so wedded was she, tached to the
possession of such enormous
that a great shout rose on the other side and woodman, who has for nearly twenty like the rest of her tribe, to ancient cus- wealth. On the occasion of his giving a
help you to do so.”
toms and antiquarian dirt.
years occupied a small clearing in Otter’s
“Will it? Then I will try,” I answered, of the river, and rolled
across
to
to a number of distinguishjoyously
In the middle of the last century that grand banquet
hole.
with my sadness.
“When do me. My blood burned in
ed men, one of his guests observed the
struggling
my veins.
1 lie sun was behind the mountains, but identical house bore tbe sign of a broad
“That is to greet her after her leap,” I
you leave here ?”
lavish display of wealth with which til“Leave here? O, I don’t know. Not said, speaking aloud and rapidly in my it was not yet dark. Mr. Beardsly was shield, with the inscription Zmn Itothen lable was
groaning, making use of a very
Schild. “The Red Buckler,” where dwelt
till you are well, I should think. Why intense relief.
‘Thank (iod; it is over.” in the woods, nearly two miles distant.
natural expression
when exclaiming.
a
Mose3
whose
.Jewnamed
Mrs.
Amsnhel,
and
her daughter, a girl ot
poor
“I too, am glad it is over,” said the
lticardo,” she added, as I smiled increduBeardsly
“What a happy man, Baron, you must
sou
the
founder
of
the
were
in
the
house.
The
in
Meyer,
family bo!”
pigs
lously, “don’t you know that to-night we physician gravely; “such a feat should sixteen,
“Happy man, did you say?” reThe
the pen behind the dwelling were squeal- wealth, was born there in 171:;.
are all
going to pertorm for your beneiit ? never have been attempted.”
plied Rothschild. “How i< it possible for
father
had
as is so frequently
for
their
meal.
The
You’ve not heard, you say
what
gradually,
"And yet every one has gone to see it.” ing loudly
evening
Why,
such a
done in Scotland, assumed the name any one to be happy on receiving
of
has Monsieur found to talk to you about, 1 answered
missive :»s this just before sitting down to
passionately, as the nurse | daughter the farmer was preparing the
then, for he talks to me of nothing else? turned my pillow. “Why did they en- I food, and was in the act ot picking up the from the sign post which his house bore. dinner?” And
taking from iiis pocket a
1 wish l have brought you one of the courage tier ?”
swill-pail to go to the pig-pen, when the Thus .Moses Amschel von Rothen Schild, letter lie showed Iiis astonished guest
itj
or “Moses of the Red Shield,” like mine
enormous bills, headed ‘Ricardo’s BenoMich tilings would be done in any dog set up a loud barking behind the
contents, which contained the modest retit,” in letters as large as myself. You case,” he answered, “at least we judge so; house. At the same time the whine of host of the Red l.ion so common in all
quest of a loan of f '<o<i. with the addition,
always were fond of reading your own though perhaps we do not try it: for cer- the pigs was changed from the monoto- our provincial towns, become Moses
If you don't send it at once I’ll b| **•
Roth's schild. and hence hv a very natural
nous call for food to a fierce cry ol terror.
name in the bills, weren’t you?”
one
has
to
see
this
tainly every
brains out !*'
gone
leap
Mrs. Beardsly told her daughter that transition this was changed into the v, nle- your
“Yes—with yours,” I answered, intentall
our
own
like
household,
to-nighl.
Money-making was tii** one pur-mt and
world name of Rothschild.
ly watching the bright face.
every one else’s. Yet how can wo help the dog was worrying the pig, and at
sole enjoyment ol Nathan's life.
When
Meyer began life as an errand-boy to Louis
“Well, you would have seen mine, too, disapproving such a dangerous act, per- j once went to the bac-k door to call the
the great Herman musician
Spohr,
his
who
wished
make
to
father,
in
She
was
to
letters
see
almost larger, for I’m formed too
a
very poor
to-day,
surprised
called on him in the summer of i sjo with
by a young and beautiful girl, : dog away.
going to—ride.”
whose life must be one long temptation to bear attempting to get out of the pig- his son a rabbi, as the ambitions cotter ot a letter of introduction trom hi- brother
j pen. lie had a sliote
Ireland
to
see one of his kin a
in course,
i answered, w.th a taint
ltopes
weighing perhaps
display—if to nothing worse ?”
Amschei of Frankfort, he said to him. •!
It
was,
however, understand
‘mile, while i wondered a little at the
“Listen !” 1 cried in sudden terror, i eighty pounds under his arm. The dog Maynooth priest.
nothing of music. This“ordered
am’
Movin'first
was
to
Bruin's
widen change in her voice. “What au- ! pushing away the nurse, and
otherwise;
.^ep
prevent
departure,
his pocket, and rattling the
starting up j whiletrying
in life was passing from the situation of patting
the
dience would there he if you did not, with
unfortunate
was
1
pig
squealing
coins therein—“this is my music, which
panting breath. “Did the band stop
his might, and endeavoring to errand-boy in hi? paternal home to that of
Ninette ?”
we understand on ’Change.”
It was In
then—suddenly!1 Hark ! it is all silent.” with all from
a small clerk in the house of
the
uncomfortable
of
“You must |
I remember
Openheim.
“None,” she laughed.
wriggle
hug
and lighting, the plots an
faltering incoherent ap- the bear. Mrs.
the hanker ot Hanover. And the cause of scrammingand
her
wish me success before 1 go away. But peals to be taken to the
Beardsly
daughter
tricks ol money-making, not at all in thcircus; and I re- took in the situation at a
here’s Monsieur come to dismiss me. I've | member how they tried to soothe me,
As iiis great rise may be traced as follows—
lay- there were no men about the glance.to
spending, and not much in tin* hoardin
in ini' year mm tne Hanoverian i.enbeen telling Signor Ricardo,” she added, I ing me back
call,
place
the
and
of it. that Ins soul delighted.
[
upon
bed;
“1 hope,
drawing
eral Von Estoril', a personal friend of
as the
manager joined us, “various par- | down the blind before my wild and star- on for help, Mrs. Ijpardslv grubbed a
said a dinner companion on one occasion
ticulars of iiis benefit. How very willing ; ing eyes. But in that hush across the small iron bar, such as is used in loading William IX.. Landgrave >f Ilasse Cassel. “L
that
hope
your children are not to
we all
give our services. How all the I river 1 knew that 1 had had my death- flag-stones, and went for the bear. The was consulted by the latter respecting a fond ot money and business, to the exciu
suitable
for
the
situation
offanker
town is patronizing us."
person
daughter followed her with an axe. They
i blow.
sion of more important tilings
mo
to the Court.
Von Estoril’ had observed
“And did she tell you," asked Mon- i
They brought me no tidings for days, ran out to the pig-pen and began an inyou would no. wish that." 1 am sure I
Rothschild
as
the
cleverest
clerk
of
Meyer
discriminate
attack
on
the
bear.
This
atI sieur, with a pleased ami excited look, j They kept me in darkness within and
would wish thu\
replied Nathan
tack greatly encouraged the dog, who Openheim’s house, and proposed to intro- wish
“how 1 offereil to double the price of ad- without. But when at last
them to give up liind and l»nd\
my brair was
duce
him
to the Landgrave as one of the
forthwith
into
mission if any out' would promise a nov- ! calm
the
and
pen
sprang
grapheart and soul to business
This is th.
again, and my eyes had lost their
elty ? and liow sin1 licrsell' immediately | restless fever; they told me some few pled with Bruin. The bear finding him- best financiers lie had ever met. On way to lie happy. It requires a d »’
the
summoned
to
one
afterself
his
to
released
hold
on
being
her
Moorish
feat?
palace
sorely
of that fearful night.
pressed,
proposed
perform
caution to make a great fortune
me
j particulars
T’ll show you one of the handbills. Here
“Ninette had performed her dauntless the pig and closed in with the dog. I’n- noon, Rothschild found William and Von when you have got it, it requires ten tineat chess, the latter
it is; ‘Mile. Ninette, the equestrian | feat with dauntless success. While she. fortunately tor Towser, he was in ; u un- Estoril' engaged
as much wit to keep it.
Hence when
queen, on her magnificent steed Black stood daintily upon his neck. Black Hawk guarded moment, caught in the embrace evidently getting the best ot it. The .few two eminent clergymen, who took a wan
j! took his
stood
for a long time waiting patiently
of
the
bear.
He
let
out
a series of .lowls
Hawk, will-’”
interest in the Jews, called upon him xv i!1
leap smoothly and safely. But
“O, no. no ! you must not let her,” T the astonished crowd had not been satis- that moved the hearts of t lie two women. behind tic Landgrave's chair, without a a view to induce him to aid them in tliei
|
The girl, axe in hand, sprang lightly word having been spoken by any one:
exclaimed m hasty fear.
“Oh! Mon- fied with this; with a persistent cry they
restoration to Palestine, as his great wealth,
into the pig-pen, and with
well-directed until at length William, turning abruptly it was
sieur, it is most rash and dangerous.”
had summoned her in my name.
thought,might influence the Sultan.
Monsieur smiled as he put the handbill
“As the seats for to-night have been blow caused the brute to loosen his hold to Rothschild, said, “do you know any Nathan declined,
upon the all-potent pie
on the dog.
But matters were fast grow- tiling of this game
back into his pocket, and Ninettpp arose taken at double
she
had
said
that
“London
was his Palestine, and tha’
price,”
and
if
sir;
will
“Ves,
with a vexed glance across at him.
your Highness
:
he could nor further -neli an object in anv
laughingly, to Monsieur, “1 owe the au- ing worse. No sooner was the dangerous animal forced to drop the dog than lie
gvie me leave to suggest certain moves,
jp “I)o forbid her to ihi this," I cried dience a double appearance.
way.”
i
think
would
win
the
game.
you
And so she had ridden in again trium- turned fiercely on the brave girl. The
again.
On another occasion a < >*•: man friiKv
“Oat with it, then,” replied the Land"Mile. Ninette is such a superb liorse- phantly, and
The axe was
springing lightly upon the fight became desperate.
visiting London brought letter- of credi*
i
And
the
clerk’s
adbut
grave.
his
by following
beat-ship easily
j woman,” the manager sahl, “that if she neck ot her horse, had preoared again for swung vigorously,
to the house
t Rothschild.
He wawarded offtlie blows with his fore paws and ! vice William won the game, which so showu into the
feels she can accomplish it safely and ! her wonderful
leap.
private room of the famouI
im
that
he
at
i
once
fast
the
into
a
where
pleased
I
feel
it
too.
And
corner,
it
will
make
promoted
Then came the hush—though no one
pressed
girl
brilliantly,
»oiuiting-house in St. Swithin s L ine,
where Nathan sat absorbed with :» heap
to-night's performance an unrivalled suc- eve- could toll me exactly how it had oc- she could no longer defend herself. Mean- | Rothschild to the otlic-e of Court banker.
while
the
his
renewed
attack
in
the
cess,
She has done it before you know : cured ; some
Five
when
William
bad
to of
dog
years later,
saying Ninette was unusualpapers before him. The name being
i and a
the
tint
rear
of
bear
effect.
The
without
and
from
the
of
tri1
which
i tly
tyranny
unprecedented
Ilonnpartu,
gorgeous
y excited by her brilliant feat; and some
announced, Rothschild nodded, ottered
j
monster
succeeded
in
in
the
then
it
was.”
overshadowed
that
sin*
getting
girl
was
:
umph
tired. She fell—fell with a
(formally (in striking his visitor a chair, and then went on with
I
ihe mother was contrast the marvels of Sedam and Metz
“It is a willful risk of 1 if<>,” 1 faltered, light, sudden fall, which would not have his leariul embrace,
the work before him.
for this treatment
outside of tiie pen. Seeing the in the year ls7U,) ho entrusted his wealth, the Prince, who
the tears starting in my weakness.
“I hurt her, perhaps, but that her
standing
temple
expected that everything
shall be miserable.”
struck the boards which separated the desperate situation of her daughter, she which was very great, to the care of the should give way to one of his rank and
“1 shall not.” laughe<! Monsieur ris- ; front row of
jumped into the sty, and with the iron diligent hanker: and the Landgrave’s dignity, was not prepared. Standing a
spectators from the ring.
bar dealt terrible blows on the head and
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Nathan's well-known agents sold with Unrest, more anxions than any to get rid oi
their stock ; but Nathan’s unknown agents
bought every scrap of paper that was to
be had, and did not cease buying until

-i

We moved into the dimly-lighted buildwhich surrounded the tent, and looked in at the performance.
“The circus is crowded,” Ninette whispered. as she sauntered out with me. “1
hardly ever remember our having such a
crowd, Ricardo.”
“And 1 hope we shall never have it
again," l panted, unbuttoning my coat. ing. “I have too much confidence in
Thank Hod that there had been no
“The place is stilling.”
Ninette.”
struggle ! There was one deep red stain
1
we
shall,
she
‘•Hu,
“Don't think about it at all. Ricardo,” upon the soft, fair curls; but no
nope
laughed,
anguish
merrily; ‘I should like to see hundreds Ninette said, giving me her hand as she i on the young dead face when they lifted
turned away from the doors, and no room
prepared to leave. “1 should never have ; it so gently.
left inside even f >r one child more.”
tolcl yon myself, because I know how inIn the rare, sweet dreams which visit
I went into the ring amid the deafening valids worry themselves about the safest me as I lie
here, I always sec Ninette just
of
e
mvd.
the
and
!
and
most
I
applause
have made as 1 saw her first—just as I saw her last.
bowing slighttrilling things.
1 ! up
mind
to
do
and
ly. walked cooky across the ring.
lllack
llawk
tmit.
And
when 1 awake, 1 am almost glad to
my
thought nothing of the mass of faces ris- ! dcrslands that sum'1 entirely.”
s'*e, in the faces round me, that the time
ing in rows,but L remembered that Ninette j “Oh! plo not, venture it, Ninette,” I is drawing very near when [ shall see her
could see me, and that she had said 1 was whispered,
London Society.
appealing tp> her in hitter earu- once again.
helping in a good cause. 1 felt that 1 had estimss. “Say you will not.”
“No—tor 1 must,” she answered, laughperformed as 1 had hardly ever performed
before, and the long applause was again ing lightly, though she spoke with oihl.
An Uld Man’s Treasure.
and again renewed as \ left the ring.
Steady <pttp tno
W hat would Ninette say '.’ Would she
I't’om the I. 'uisvilln Lodger, November
Then I covered my eyes with my
1«■
congratulate me? Passing through the hands, and let the tears flow on.
l'°r si.-ir(linsensation* Clark County
•I shall conn; in and see you before the
dimly-lighted building outside the tent,
is tin1 champion county of Indiana. We
w'm mv the horses waited, I caught sight | performance,” Ninette said after a little
arc scarce leeovered
IVoui the sensation
o’ two
I
figures standing aside in the shad- | dismal pause. “Will you, Ninette
o! the Park family murder and the
hangow—Ninette and a gentleman, an army asked eagerly, as I battled with my cowof the negro murderers, when another
officer whom I had met that morning— ! ardiee.
“Will you come, in just as you ing
of
an entirely difleratVair,
extraordinary
talking low and earnestly. 1 had often i <r<>
: ent character, however, startles us
by its
noticed him in the circus, and noticed his
"I hardly know about that,” she anltev. llezin Ilammond was
strangeneevident admiration of Ninette, still I had swered with a quaint shy smile.
a noted local
preacher of the Methodist
never seen him out there among us before,
Monsieur had left the room then, and Church, and resided
for many years at
and I started as I came up to them in the Ninette was standing opposite me, about !
Charlestown, Indiana.
He died some
gloom. Ninette carelessly turned her to follow.
four weeks ago, after a lingering illness.
“Ninette,'" I said, slowly, as 1 feasted
eyes upon me for a moment, then went
his
life
time
he
had
been a pruDuring
on talking; eoquettishly and flippantly it
my eyes on her sweet face, “when 1 saw
economical man, but by no means
I took her horse from the you lirst you wore an old black habit, dent,
seemed to me.
in
for
he
miserly disposition,
man who was bringing it forward, and
quite rusty, I remember; and you laid a to all commendable o! >jects. gave liberally
hat in your hand, with a long scarlet
myself led if toward her.
It was known that ho was quite wealthy
“Are you ready, Mile. Ninette?” I plume almost touching the ground. And
in real estate, his wealth being the result
asked, mv voice trembling against my however I have seer you since,
have
you
of the advance in the value ot his lan Is,
will.
always been to me as you were that day which were
judiciously purchased in
“Heady? Why?” she inquired, with I —and you always will be, dear.”
localities whore improvements were
slow contempt.
“I
remember
oid
that
velvet
she
habit,"
|
steadily going forward. But at the time
“Allow me. f>, pray allow me, Made- i
laughed. "It is a superannuated article ; of hi- death
not a very large sum of money
moiselle,"' exclaimed the stranger, start- 'now; and—what did you think of me i
| was found among his effects; nor had his
ing forward. And Ninette, smiling, put j then, Ricardo ?”
family any knowledge that he had other
her foot in his hand.
“.Tust what I think now."
funds than what his hank account and
She laughed again, but her step was
Sealing herself in the saddle with the
his
pocket-book showed.
utmost ease, she carelessly, as it seemed, ! soft and
when
she
left
me.
lingering
The Administrator of the estate was
backed Black llawk against me.
“SigUntil evening 1 lay and thought ol her;
proceeding by duo course of law to settle
nor Ricardo,” she sai l
haughtily, “is this
the beautiful little figure that I its affairs, and this made an
inventory of
the spot where the gentlemen of our com- picturing
would come to me in its gorgeous theatri- the contents of his late residence in
pany usually rest between their exercises cal dress. The
twilight glided slowly in- Charlestown necessary. This inventory
in the riftg?” An ironical answer rose
to my silent room, and then I lay and list- was
being proceeded with on Thursday
to my lips, but I withheld the words.
ened breathlessly, tor 1 knew slio must last, when an old, but
tolerably large,
“Stand back, if you please. Signor.
come soon now.
Yet so noiselessly she trunk was found stowed
away in a closet
Must you always follow me? always
entered at last my waiting ears could under a pair of stairs on the first tloor of
haunt me ? Stand back.”
scarcely catch the light stop. Without a j tin; house, and within the bed-room occuWith a quick change of voice and a word she
shut the door behind her. Then
pied by the deceased during his liletime.
she
to
bent
take
her
bright, shy smile,
she stood looking at me; her red lips Tins old trims: was drawn from its
dingy
little gilded whip as the officer handed it
witli an irrepressible smile, and !
parted
quarters, and was literally covered over
to her.
iier eyes brimming over with fun. But 1 with dust ani. cobwens. Its great weight,
“Thanks, Monsieur le Capitaine.” And she was clad in no
gay, unusual dress; however, attracted particular attention,
while she bent gracefully, and seemed to she stood there
holding up in one hand j and as no key cottl l lie found with which
be only stroking the neck of the splendid the
old black habit: from the other dang- | to unlock it, the lock was broken.
bln ‘k horse, she reined him in, skilfully led the little hat with its
scarlet plume ;
And now comes the singular part of
and imperceptibly, until he touched my and her head was
only crowned with its this story, i )n raising the lid of the trunk
shoulder.
it was found that the body of the oox was
bright, fair curls.
1 turned mvay wiltiont answering; ana
“Ninette.” 1 said, breaking my won- literally filled with gold and silver coin
for (lie first time Ninette performed withI feel as if, and Government bonds. A grandson of
out ray eyes following her graceful mo- dering silence, “seeing you so,
all the years that I lie helpless, 1 I the deceased informs us that there were
The strange gentleman moved to through
tion-..
could dream that you have been to me all $25,IKK) in gold an 1 silver, and $10,000
the opening into Lhe tent, but when she
that I wildly dreamed you might be when in government bonds. Mrs. Hammond,
rode back, flushed and triumphant after
I saw you ibr the first time. Thank you who survives li t husband, says that durher success, ho came forward again eagerfor coming as you are; but you will have ing the raid of General John Morgan
her
lithesome
little
She
drew
up
fig- to change
ly.
your dress again, you ride in through Indiana. Mr. Hammond drew all
ure with a dash of odd pride, and turning
his money from bank and other sources,
such a different costume.”
Black Hawk rapidly aside, sprang to the
The color rushed to her cheeks, and her and placed it together in this old trunk,
ground unassisted. Her part was played
I which ho secrete! where it was found,
hot and dark.
for that night, and while the loud clap- eyes grew
“Yes, very different; but cannot you j She had supposed, however, that alter the
ping within was continued, she walked think of me
as
you see me now, danger from Morgan and his men had
slowly out into the darkness; her long Ricardo—as always
you saw me first? The peo- ; passed, lie had again deposited the money
crimson habit over her arm, her little cap
ple are passing the hospital gates in i whence it had been drawn, and, although
pushed from her bright, excited face, and crowds”
she went on turning and looking j it was known to her that the trunk was
her eves raised to the young officer who
through the window; 1 expect a fuller i1 in the closet, she never dreamed of the
walked beside her.
house than we ever had in England.
Tt is immense treasure it contained,
After that, all is a burning confusion in
for your sake, Signor.”
j Mr. Ilammond several times, a few
one evening when I awoke
until
brain
my
“1 wish I thought so,” I said very days before his death, attempted to tell
to consciousness in the hospital for which
wish L did not know they his family something that seemed to bear
I had been performing, and heard the earnestly;
with weight upon his mind; but ho was
go to see your wild and daring leap.
seen me fall, and had
had
(who
physicians
Ninette. How terrible it will be to wit- too debilitated to either talk or write.
attended pityingly upon me ever since) ness—for those who
Several times lie was noticed to point
love you !”
whisper that all would lie well ill time.
She laughed a low. quick laugh, but did anxiously toward the closet, and it is now
“Kieardo, dear fellow,” said the man- not turn
to me.
thought his desire was to communicate to
and
ager coming forward softly,
bending
his family the place where his treasure
l ou are thinking ot Uaptam Attendant,
t” whisper to mo. “Thank God all will T (litre
say, Ricardo? But you need not, was hidden.
be well. The worst is over.”
for 1 iiave never spoken to him since the
the
when
1 hardly know
knowledge
you—fell; and I never shall again.”
dawned upon me, or how; but as I lay night
Air.
had taken into his service, l'or
A wild, proud joy sprang up in my
old
clustering
companions
there—my
heart. “Ninette,” i cried, “my darling, general utility, a poor lad, for whose
around me—I knew that I had performed turn
welfare
lie was, of course, bound
your face to me. I am so helpless spiritual
one morning to put.
among them for the last time. I knew here, and shall so soon lose the face I to look out.
Desiring
into practice his benevolent intention, he
that life had most wonderfully and merlove. Come to me for these tew precious
called tlie boy to his study, and with a
cifully been spared me; but that I should moments.”
I do not remember
never walk again.
she came up to me, and visage ol the gravest sort said :—
Very
gently
that the knowledge came with any sharp laid her cool hand on
“Sam, do you know you are a sinner ?”
my forehead.
was a quiet,
or bitter pain; I think it
“Yes,” falteringly replied Sam.
She
hent
her
and
as I laid my
head,
lirst.
They
“Do you know what will become of you
hopeless conviction from the
weak
on the soft curls, one deep
fingers
in
the
if you do not repent ?”
had given me a small room
hospithe little kneeling figure, but
sob
shook
the
others
to
tal to myself; perhaps
no coherent reply, lie launchspare
when she rose tier eyes were very bright ed Receiving
into repentance and redemption, ensight of my suffering; partly, perhaps, behind their
glistening lashes. She did couraged by tlie evident impression made
because I had hurt myself in their cause.
not say a word of farewell to me.
With
So tlie days and nights passed on ; and
by his words, and feeling no small coma strange, brave, struggling smile, which
punction the while that he had so long
slowly brought me a little ease at last.
have vanished with a word, she
would
One morning, Monsieur, entering my
neglected a “subject of grace” so promisHesitated a moment; her cheeks flushing,
room with a brighter face than usual,
ing. At last a vacant and wandering
and
her
wistful.
Then
suddenlips
quite
look roused a sudden suspicion, to verify
told me Ninette had come to see me. I
the
with
which
with
just
slight gesture
which he inquired :
felt the blood rush into my wan face as I ly,
she acknowledged the plaudits of the
took lier little warm hand in both ray
“Sam, what is a sinner?”
she left me.
crowd,
own.
Imagine tlie situation when the “subject
I
and
listened
as
the
rolled
oi
the grace” promptly responded :
lay
“Oh ! you are so much better, llieardo,”
carriages
she said, her small lips trembling a little past the infirmary gates; and presently,
“Sinner, sir? Yes, sir; sinners is
“We shall soon atross the river, I could hear our own strings in turkeys’ legs, sir.”
as she looked at me.
I could follow
The sinews of tlie parson’s face relaxed.
have you hack in your place among 11s.” band strike up merrily.
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I confidence in him was such that he would
neck of the savage beast. These blows, I take no note or acknowledgment from
together with the fierce onset made by the Rothschild of the large sums entrusted to
dog, caused him to forego his murderous Ids care. The banker with commendable
intentions toward the girl. She escaped foresight, concealed several millions In
from his clutches with her dress almost ! hogshead casks of wine which were standtorn from her person and bleeding from ing in his cellar; and thus
preserved the
wounds indicted in the struggle. Again I money from the rapacious hands of the
she took the axe and with true murage French soldiery -who, like their successors the Prussians when
kept up the light.
invading France,
The bear now became al irinod.
With were noted for their inability to distina single bound he went over the
nm and the funm—
edge <>t guish between the
the pig-pen, the dog hanging to his hind when Bonaparte took possession of Frankquarters. When lmi a few feet from the. fort.
Knth-i'luM's lir.-t groat financial success
pen, the bear once mure turned on 'nistoi
tml

I monlorc

1

j

j

—-

without doubt Imvo

was al

She was carried to the house, and one ot
the men wj?nt to the nearest neighbor I'massistance.
Both mother and daught
were found to be stillering intensely from
excitement.
Proper restoratives were administered, and they passed the. night
comfortably. At last accounts boUTol
of them were able to be about the house
as usual.
The bear weighed J tJ pounds.
I he carcass was divided up among the
;
neighbors, who not only appreciated the
savory meat, but loudly praised the heroic
actions of Miss Beardsly and her mother. l

|

[
|

wonlil

the

commencement

of the

Spanish

vanquished his foes, had it not been for coiitost in isos, when his hank was tile
the timely arrival ! two men, who, while
only til in which could cllicienCv us-ist
passing the farm house, had heard the till English (iovcnnuem in finding means
noise ot the tight.
were
or.
their
tor carrying on the war.
They
With William's
! way home trom .a wood lot, where they
sanction, Rothschild's wine asks were
had been working during the day. One in.i 1c to
their
disgorge
gold, and thus
of the men had a ride on lii< shouldc-. and too ! tor
tiring the cannon, to carry on the
without ceremony he pm m end to the well-known
f
men
metaphor
being “food
| struggle by shooting the bear. The for powder," was found.
women
were
then looked after. The
Mc\ci Rothschild died in l.sig, leaving
young girl was so severely hurt that she by "ill the sum of £100,000
sterling to
was unable to
help hersclf.oiit of the pen. I" mil a refuge for poor Jews of Frank-

Memory.
lullowing extract is from a recent
work by Dr. Oliver \V Holmes, entitled,
“The Mechanism ol Thought and Morals,”
—a work in the author's
happiest vein,
full of humor ti.ought and philosophy.
The problem of memory is closely connected with the question of the mechanical relation between thought and strucI lie

ture.
How intimate is the alliance of
memory with the material condition of the
brain, is shown by the effect of age, ol
disease, ot a blow, of intoxication. We
have known an aged person repeat the
same question, five, six, or seven times,
during the same brief visit. An eminent
surgeon was once asked to see a women
who had just been in jured in the street.
On coming to herself, “Where am I ?
what has happened?” she asked.
Knocked down by a horse ma’am—stunned r.
little—that is all.” A pause, while one
with moderate haste might count a hundred—and then again, “Where am I ?—
what has happened?” “Knocked down
by a horse, in a' un stunned a little—that
is ail.” Another pause, and the same
question again, and so on during die
whole time 1 was with her. The same

tendency

to

repeat

a

question indefinitely

has been observed in returning memories
ol those worshiping assemblies whose
favorite hymn is, “We won’t go home till

morning.”

Is memory, then, material record ? Are
the brains iike the rocks ol the Sinaitie
valley, written all over with inscriptions,
left by tlie long caravans of thought, as
they have passed ycar after year through
their mysterious recesses ? When we see
a distant railway train sliding by us, in
the same line, day after day. we infer the
existence of a track which guides it. So,
when some dear old friend begins that
story we remember so well, turning off at
the accustomed point of digression, coming to a dead stop at the puzzling question of chronology, oft’ the track on the
matter of its being first or second cousin
of somebody's aunt; set on it again by
the patient, listening wife, who knows it
all as she knows her well-worn wedding
ring: how can we doubt that there is a
track laid down for the story in some disposition of the thinking marrow ? We
need not say that no microscope can find
the tablet inscribed with the names of
early loves, the stains left by tears of sorrow, or contrition, the rent where the
thunderbolt of passion has fallen, or any
legible token that such experiences have
formed a part of the life of the mortal,
the vacant temple of whose thoughts it is

exploring.

A good mail and a wise man may at
times be
angry with the world, at time3
grieved for it; but be sure no man was
ever discontented with the world who did
his duty in it.
[Southey.
In Washington when they don’t want a
boat to win a race, they have a
way of
nailing boards crossways on the keel.
The result is generally in accordance with
the expectations.

!<)"' ; and live sons —viz.. Amschel of
1'ianklort. Solomon of \ ienna, Nathan
ot London, Charles of
Naples, an i James
of Paris as the respective heads ot
great
financial firms in those cities, to carry on
the work which their father had so suc-

cessfully begun.
Innumerable

of the sons,

the anecdotes related
of which 1 propose now

are

some

to reproduce, in order not only to show
that great wealth has its dark as well as
its bright side—its penalties and its pains
—but also to enforce the truth of the
aphorism uttered by another Jew in olden
limes, vi/.., that too great a love of money
is the root of all evil, and that godliness
with contentment is great gain.

It is related that when Charles Rothschild ot Naples, speaking of his own
children to his elder brother, called them
! the young Barons,” Amschel retorted
j sharply, “Pshaw; make them men of
business. The title of Baron won't gain
| them a kreutzer.”
It was by carrying out this principle to
1
the. fullest extent that the Rothschild
i family may trace the origin of their colosj sal fortune; and we have a remarkable
instance fit'lids in the conduct of the head
of tlie London house at one ot the most
; memorable
periods in the history of
Europe. Eager to gather the earliest in| formation of events, which he felt would
settle its fate for many years to come, lie
j did not shrink from the perils of the battle-tield. On the morning of June [s.
Win, Nathan Rothschild rode on a hired
horse from Brussels in the train of the
Duke
of Wellington, and in the company
|
1 of Count Pozzo di Borgo, Baron Vincent,
(Jen, Alava, Baron Muffling, and several
other distinguished personages. Nathan
kept close to the German Baron, eagerly
inquiring as to the chances of the coming
struggle. It was uncertain, and the fate
of the. English army and the house of
Rothschild hung in the balance together.
During the whole of that memorable day
Nathan stood on the crest of the hill near
Hougomuont, and watched the progress
ot the great battle. At length, “night
and the Prussians” arrived, and Nathan
saw that Waterloo was won and iiis house
was saved
'V ithout losing a moment Nathan spurred liis horse and galloped off to Brussels.
Here a carriage was ready to convey him
to Ostend.
At break of day on the loth
of June, Nathan Rothschild found himself
at the coast opposite England, but
separated trom the Thames and the Stock Exa
change, by furious sea, and wares dashing mountains high. In vain the Jew offered 800 francs to be carried across the
Straits from Ostend to Deal or Dover.
At last lie rose to 2,00o francs, and the
bargain was struck, a poor fisherman
risking his life to gain £80 for his wife
and children.
The frail bark which
carried Oiosar and his fortunes sped
swiftly over the waves, a sudden change
of wind to the east accelerated the progress
to an unexpected degree.
The sun was
still on the horizon when Nathan Rothschild landed at Dover, and, without waiting a moment he engaged the swiftest
horses to carry him onward to the
metropolis. There was gloom in Threadnecdle
Street, and gloom througout England;
but gloomier than any looked Nathan
Rothschild when he appeared on the
morning ot the 20th of June, leaning
against his usual pillar at the Stock Exchange. lie whispered to a few of his
most intimate friends that Bluchcr, with
his 120,000 Prussians, hail been defeated
by Napoleon in the great battle of Ligny,
fought during the ltith and 17th of June.
Heaven alone knew what become of the
handful of men under Wellington ! The
dismal news spread like wild-fire, and
there was a tremendous fall in the Funds.

j

j

lie exclaimed. ‘-Did you
am
1 am” -repeating
his title at full length.
“Oh, v» ry well,'
exclaimed Nathan, with sly humor, “take
two chairs then.”
At another time, two -iranger.- unadmitted into tin* same private room
They were tali loreigners, with beardami moustaches, such as were unknown
in tin* city lie fore tin* heard mania set in
so
powerfully a- it has done of late; mnl
Nathan vva- friirhtened at their appeal
ance.
He put his own inti rpretation upon
the excited movements with which tins
fumbled about in their pockets; and be
lore the expected pistols could he
pc
'bleed, he had thrown a ifivat ledger iu
the direction ot their heads, and idnirlii
in a bevy ot clerks by his loud cries »l
“.Murder!” Tin*, stranger- were pinioned,
and then, after long ipiestionitur' and **\
planaliotis it appeared that t!u*v wcr«wcaltliv bankers troiu the < -ontinent, wh..
nervous
in tin.* presence >1 a hanker
much inoie wealthy than themselves, had
found some difficulty in producing the
letters of introduction with which ;lie\
were armed !
A terrible anecdote of anothei sort N
recorded of Nathan's -on the pre-cut head
of the London house, and M. P. tortile
city. We all recollect the persistant wav
in which the electors returned him to
Parliament tor years before the legislature
throw open its doors to the* long-despised
dew. At h.s lirst election, when on tin*
! hustings. In* boasted that In stool 1 there
as the free choice ->t ;lie people.
"So
stood Rarabbas.” deliberately exclaimed
a deep, stern voice from the crowd
sarcasm which, for its cruel vindictive
ness, perhaps stands without a parallel
Flie same intense spirit of money-making appears to have been equally Rumania of all the Rothschilds. Of James,
the youngest son of Meyer, and head oi
the Paris bouse, who once entertained
Napoleon III, in such an imperial m imiei
at his Chateau Ferriere, and who died i.i
1808 leaving, according to public rumor,
the colossal fortune of t*l-t,xoti,iioO, it
related, as a. proof of the strength of tieruling pass’.m within him, that, foresee
ing his death would cause a great fall in
the shares of the bombard Company, oi
which he was the president and chief supI
port, lie speculated largely for the fall
i just before lie died ; by which means tieimmense profits acenring therefrom wee
to the benefit of his heirs !
minute

or

two

hear, sir, who I

|

Greeley
Matters

I

not

are

Grant.

on

l»y

any

means

pacified

between the venerable editor of the Tribune and the President.
That paper has

scorching review of the message, and
permits its Washington e<»n«sj>ondent ia

j

talk in this wise—

■

The large class of Smators, Keprescn
tatives, and leading politicians, who m»\
be said to swear by Gen. Grant, and are

therefore bound to be

thing he does,

are

pleased
oi

with

course

everv-

perfect I \

| satislied with the message, and predict
that it will be
with the

eminently popular doetipeople at large. There wa>.
j however, no enthusiasm in regard to it in
either House of Congress when it was
read, nor among the people who have dicussed it since the adjournment. Those
who are in the habit of examining and
weighing Administration measures, before
they applaud them, are not altogether so
well pleased with the message.
They all

j

an

ment

admit it to be adroitly written, but they
think that the most ot its strength lies in
the skillful dodging of important
questions, rather than in meeting them boldly,
as President Grant has been wont to do in
previous messages (:’) One of the first
and most severely criticised passages of
the message is that referring to tin* late
personal quarrel between tin* Adminisira
tion and Mr. Catacazy. The diplomatistassert that no such passages can he found
in message ever before sent to Congress
and add that it places the Grand Duke in
a very
embarrassing position. Here, they
say, is the Grand Duke, the guest ol tienation, travelling through the country under an escort of a man who has been
selected as a lit companion for him by hilather the Czar, and in the midst of his
visit he is met bv a message from the
President of the I'nited States, in which
that man is proclaimed to tin*
country and
to the world as no
gentleman. It is hard
to see what course the (band Duke car
pursue under the circumstances, but it
thought that decency will force him either
to leave the
country at onoo or to dismiss
Catacazy. Great curiosity is expressed
in regard to which of these courses lie will

adopt.
In regard

t<> Oivil Service Reform, the
President’s critics, and they are many on
this point, are particularly severe. Members of Congress especially do not like t«>

have the responsibility for bad appointments thrown entirely upon them, and
many of them expressed the opinion that
the power that appointed ought to bear a
share of the odium of bad selections, especially since some ot those which have
been most objectionable have been claimed by the President's friends to have been
made without consultation with members
"f Congress. The modification contained
m tiie last part of the
paragraph ot the
recommendation in regard to amnesty is
also considered in the light of an attempt
to conciliate the
“carpet-baggers’* ot the
South while catering to a recognized public opinion in the North.
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Lynn.

A man named
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
living on Adams street, kill- papers
changed, must state the Post Otlice to which
Lis wife it 1* o’clock to-day, by stab- the paper has been sent as well as to which It is
to
in
her
go.
several
bing
places with a dirkktiile.
*4* S. M. Pkttenoill & Cp., 0 State St., Boston
He was pursued by several police of- and 3? Park Row, New York, are our authorized
ficers into Rock's pasture and surrounded, Agents for procuring subscriptions and torwarding
advertisements.
in cutting bis way out, he attacked officer
R. Nilks, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
Thurston with the dirk in his hand. The St., Boston, is authorized io receive advertisements
tor this paper.
officer fell, and Vannar on top. Officer
45T"T. C. Evans, 106 Washington Street, is an
Whitton used a club, and it not having authorized agent tor this paper.
49" Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
the desired effect on the brute, who was
! * ork, will receive advertisements for this
at
-till driving the dirk iuto officer Thurston, 1 the lowest rates. Their orders will receivepaper,
prompt
City Marshal Barrett drew his revolver attentipn.
49” Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
I
and shot Vannar dead on the spot.
is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
Officer Thurston was conveyed home,
and lias cuts upon the head.
Vannar s
A Muzzled Committee.
body is at the police station. The excitement in the city is intense.
The event of the past week in Con\ :mliar anu Ids wife have not lived
happily together. He was intemperate in gress has been the consideration of Mr.
habits, and violent when under the in- Anthony’s resolve for the appointment of
tlueneo of drink.
a standing committee for investigation in
In its report of the above tragedy, the such matters as
might be referred to it reHuston Host gives the following history of
exgarding the civil service,
annar.

ed

previous

lives of the murderer and his

ictim-

\

A few years since Melinda Jones was
the happy wife of Samuel Jones, a farmer
luing in the town of Washington, Knox
comity. Me. The couple had been born
and brought tip together, and Melinda’s
home was neat' that of her aged and now
almost heart-broken parents. She was
the youngest of several other children,
in 'si of whom are married and
getting
whai the world terms a comfortable livThe
ing
young couple continued toreside near the old homestead, and as the
vi ars went by their household was blessed
with children whose innocence seemed to
cement stronger the bond of love and af!•' 'lion between the husband and wife.
A' length Jones, tired with a farmer’s
lib-, determined to seek a rapid fortune in
(Tlifurnia.an ignis fatuus that has often
ni't d men Inna
happy homes and caused
tl i'll ultimate destruction.
Soon after
an K ing in San lTancisco, Jones learned
that "all that glitters is not gold.” and
instead of going to mining and picking
up the precious metal by the panful, he
was forced to
engage himself as a farm
hand.
After getting settled in the new
nation he wrote to his wife informing
tier how matters stood with him, and subsequently small sums of money were remitted to her, hut aflet a few months’
n -idenee in his Western home his letters
came less frequent, months
elapsing between
their arrival, until finally they
'■cased altogether. The young wife with
lour small children, was dependent
upon
Iter parents amHriends lor support, and 1
after making diligent inquiries for her
absent husband, came to the conclusion j
tint he was dead.
Among her male no j

well written and

ingly

munication
there is

interesting

however,

It occurs to us,

to be advanced

something

other side of the

question
Judge Kent, it may

remark of

com-

the subject of the wearing

on

of beards.

raised.

that

on

the

The

be said,
made in reference to the inarticulate
mumbling of a witness, whose mouth
was overhung by a dense growth that
was

seemed to bar the passage of all intelligidropped, like many simi-

ble sound—and

lar humorous remarks from him, without
thought that it would be reproduced

any

remembered.

or

__

tiie

tion of

“He could distinguish and divide
A hair, 'twixt south and south-west sido.”
[Hudibras.
Wo gave place last week to an exceed-
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Bear Faced or Bare Faced?

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

It

a

was

witticism of

Judge, not a dictum of the court.
The first, and doubtless the strongest
point made by N. in favor of wearing the
full beard, is that nature intended it as a
protection to the face and throat, from
dust and cold. But it so happens that
the

a condition nearest
nature, and most exposed to severe
JN ortli American Indians,
climates—the

those men who live in

to

Providence has made a
either the beards or
the men who wear them. The natural
respirator of the moustache is superseded
by one of magnetized steel, which unfailzone.

perate

mistake in

locating

that searches the administration, moveil»to so amend that the committee be re-

may

quired

report what otlices should be
abolished, what salaries reduced, and that
to

it have power to sit during the recess and
to send for persons and
The
papers.

original proposition would
mittee with

create a com-

gag in its mouth; in its
amended form it would have unlimited
a

power ol research, with liberty to speak
out.
The movement created consternation in the administration ranks.
It was

wheezing with asthma and bronchitis, or hacking with cough, while shavmon

en

pass with

men

taint ot throat or

from the army he returned home

visitor at Mrs. Jones’s (nee
Luce) bouse, and the visits tinally resultid in the woman abandoning her home
and forgetting her children, which should
have been a safeguard against the tempter when all others failed ; she joined her
lot with Vannar, and after stopping at
various towns in Maine ami Massachusetts,
tinally arrived at Lynn a few weeks since,
and stopped with a sister of Vannar’s, a
Mrs. Caswell. For some cause or other
the pair remained here only a few days.
Since the couple left Washington it is said
that Vannar had frequently beat and
abused the unhappy woman, and again it
is a.-serted on good authority that lie attempted to murder her in Washington.
That during the winter ol 1870, for
some trifling cause, he stabbed Iter in the
shoulder at the house where the pair lived
in the above-named town.
Soon after
committing this crime he left the town
and came to Boston, where he remained
intil the woman recovered and the affair
was blown over.
In the meantime letters
passed between the two, the contents of
which clearly demonstrate that the woman was
thoroughly infatuated with the
wretch, who, to repay her devotion, robbed her of life. After leaving Mrs. Caswell’s house they hired an apartment from
a
Mrs. Roundy, Xo. 1st Adams street.
Vannar obtained employment as a teamster, imt his intemperate habits soon led to
his discharge. Although hut a few days
in the last home, it seems that the man
brutally abused Melinda, and to such a
degree that the aid of the police had to be
ealled in a lew evenings since to prevent
him front killing her.
a

frequent

Home Insurance

Company,

N. Y.

This staunch old insurance company
out of the Chicago fire with $2,283,021.15 after providing for all its losses
outstanding on the first day of November.
comes

Its gross assets. Nov. 1 were
Liabilities for the Chicago losses deducting reinsurance in European

....

$4,813,500 91

companies.$2,139,213.00

Ollier liabilities for

losses,
&c. 291,326.79 $2,430,539.79

Leaving security for pre-sent policy holders.$2,383,021.13
Immediately after the Chicago tire, the
directors met and resolved to make up

the stock at once, and as soon as Superintendant Miller was released from the convention then in session in New York, he
made an examination of the affairs of the
company and fixed the amount necessary
to be raised to make the assets up to the
lull standard required by law. The directors without delay called on the stockholders for $1,500,000, and the same is
now being rapidly paid in advance of the
time fixed by the Superintendent. Sucfc
action is worthy of all praise, and just
what the public expected from the wealthy
stockholders of this company.
Thirty
days from now will find the company’s
assets over tour millions of dollars, and
its future will be as brilliant as its past
has been. Insurers appreciate such liberality, and the company is now reaping a
rich reward in premium receipts, more
than double those of the corresponding
period last year. It is right that it should
tie so. The Home continues to make
policies as strong as any in the country.
It has a corps of sterling and active
agents, who are resolved to place it at the
head of American companies. They have
the will and power to do it and it will be
done. The Home is stronger now in public confidence than it was before the Chicago fire. More than half its losses have
already been adjusted and paid, and Vice
President Wilmarth continues his headquarters in Chicago, and will remain
The public
there until every loss is paid.
are quick to notice such honorable and
prompt action, and. if we mistake not,
will be equally quick to sustain such a
companv by its patronage now more than
ever.
[Insurance Times.

beard.

All

States,

ex-

shaven faces.
Washington with a mous-

cept the present

Fancy George
tache !

one,

There seems to be

really

nat-

no

ural connection between hair and heroism.
It

turn to those eminent in litera-

wo

ture and art

authors, poet9, philosophers, painters, <ftc.—we find the following who present to the public shaven
laces in portraits—Adam Smith, Horace
Walpole, Shakspere, Dr. Johnson, Bishop
Warburton, Washington Irving. Southey,
Byron, Foote, Garrick, Goldsmith, Sheridan, Patrick Henry, Burke, Coleridge,
Webster, Clay, Randolph, Lord Brougham, Burns, Walter Scott, Sterne, Steele,
Fielding, Cooper, Leigh Hunt, Milton,
Gray, Smollet, Dr. Robertson, Hume,
Gibbon, Ben. Franklin, Bunyan, Mozart,
Handel, Haydn, Pope, Goethe, Sir Isaac
Newton, Pitt, Fox, Tom Hood, Herschol,
Cowper, Hogarth, Talleyrand, Wordsworth, Campbell, Cowley, Tom. Moore,
Thomson, Swift, Sidney, Dryden, Dr.
—

Lord

Watts,

Bacon, and

hundreds

Do beards and brains

others.

of

necessarily

beard of my father,”
the most sacred oath of the Arab,

was

But the Chinese,

N

says

the

on

the other

of hair

hand, regard
long plait
hanging down I lie back as more sacred than

And again, if

lungs.

be correct, nature is

of the race—to children whose weakly state demands protection, and to wowhose almost constant indoor life

makes occasional exposure thr* more dangerous.
Moses and the

authority of tho Bible,
of the ancients, are
practice
bitterly assailed by Morton, Conklin, and likewise
to by N.
The books of
appealed
the rest of the radical leaders, and advoMoses contain many regulations enjoined
cated bv Sumner, Trumbull, Schurz. and
the Israelites, mostly from mitary
all the Democrats. Mr. Schurz made a upon
as

telling speech in favor of the amendment. saying that the corruption was
deep
and wide spread, and that no party could

most

afford

to cover it up.
It seems that the matter had been under consideration in the republican caucus,

where it had caused a terrible commotion,
and that Trumbull’s proposition had been

squarely voteil down. On Saturday this
ghost of lianquo again rose, and again the
conflict raged.
I'iie following remarks of
Senators Schurz and Tipton will show the
manner

in

which

handled

by

the

the

men

administration is

who led in its

crea-

well

the

as

motives, some of which relate to the hair
and beard. Probably the one insisted upon with the most stringency is that of circumcision. Shall the full bearded likewise be circumcised? “The gods were
bearded.” True, the heathen gods were

—and so far as tho

example

of the heath-

should go, it is with N. Again—
Amt if the illustrations in the family Bible are
not to lie received as authorities in point, let
some irreverent stickler for close shaving represent the apostles with smooth faces, at the
risk of causing multitudes to doubt the authority of the entire book.
en

ii

is

uouDitess

mie

iuat

uiseiptes

me

Certainly l’eter
who denied and Judas who betrayed the
Savior were. But by the same authority,
John, the best beloved, was smooth faced.
And as for the angels—than whom man
was made but little lower—has any paintgenerally

were

whether this
1
I

or

that person may like it

or

not.

in favor of reform, and am in dead earnest.
do not mean to denounce the abuses on the
other side a id shield the abuses among mv own
friends. I want to put the iron to the very botam

tom ot the sore; and unless

we

do that

we

do

nothing.
Mr. Tipton followed in support of Mr. Trumbull's proposition. He cited Mr. Morton’s statement of yesterday, that the object of those who
befriended that proposition was to show that
great corruption exists under the present Administration. and said that was exactly what he
wished the people to understand. As to the
other branch of Morton’s charge that this movement was ;iti atta k on the Republican party, it
was not true.
He (Tipton) made no attack
on the Republican party.
On the contrary,
lie desired to redeem that party from the
curse that had come upon it through mistake of
the Administration and the corruption of its
officials. lie believed that there was corruption DEEP AND DAMNING AND FESTERING
THROUGH THIS ADMINISTRATION. The
motives oi those who sought to revive the Com-

AI.L

weakening
the

a

bearded.

muscle.

patriarch

sorrow' to

were

razor.

Such arc not the

of

our

part

men

Greece shaved alter it lost its liberty. Horne
in its decline, in despair or plirensy. clutched

the

to

The gray hairs ol
be brought with

the grave, not his beard.

The

from Leviticus “Thou shalt rise
up before the hoary head and honor
the face
ol
the
old
man,
enjoins
the respect due to old age, without

quotation

Previous to the reign of Alexander the Great,
tlic Greeks wore beards, but during the wars
bellicose monarch, they commenced
shaving, the practice having been suggested,
it is said, by Alexander, for the military purpose of depriving their enemies of an opportunity of catching ttie soldiers by the heard, in
the course of the tug of war.”
So it really appears that the only conof that

the full beard.

to

Customs have
*imt>

iii.I

it

changed

man

since Shakspere’s

ihaairou

!,»

oaunimo

tllO

But a

*

“*

er

shalt

thou

mar

the

1

of tliv

corners

beard,” D scarcely ingenuous.

The en-

knew better the rules of love
‘‘Maidens, like moths, are over caught by glare,
And Mammon wins his way where seraphs

might despair."

tire verse is this:

Rockland, Dec. is.
Wo are now enjoying the first sleighing of the
season, though wheels are not yet entirely discarded, Business Is quite lively for this season, and
variety stores are beginning to be thronged by cus
tomers seeking holiday gifts.
The Knox & Lincoln Railroad is doing a thriving
business for the time it has been running. The receipts for ontgoing passenger tickets at the depot,
the past week, exceeded eight hundred dollars,
Since the withdrawal of the boats, the travel on this
road has lnoreased very much, and our business
men find It very convenient. One great and serious
objection Is the location of the depot in this city,
which is near one mile from the business portion ol
the place. The directors intirely ignore and disregard the wishes or requests of our citizens in that
respect.
The new hall recently erected by Messrs. Farwell
k Ames, has been occupied almost every evening
since it was completed. Flora Myers’ Theatrical
company is now performing there to crowded houses,
The third lecture of the Citizens Course was delivered on Friday evening last, by Mr9. Livermore,
to an audience of near one thousand, on the subject
of Woman

The lecture gave

Suffrage,

general 9atis

faction.

enjoyod themselves on
Wednesday evening last, In a Masquerade Ball at
Union Hall. Though the evening was quite unpleasant, the hall was crowded with dancers, and
the galleries were well tilled with lookers on. The
hall was vary beautifully decorated with wreaths,
foreign and American flags, paintings, Ac. The cos*
tumes w5re well selected, representing almost every
living thing that moveth on the face of the earth,
and many, wo are happy to say, that never existed.
I should be happy to give a more extended notice, It
space permitted. We fear, however, that our puritanical neighbors at Thomaston are getting to be a
uur inomaston

ftriends

little light-footed.
Th« Supreme Judicial Court is now in session
here, Judge Kent presiding. Only two civil cases
have been tried up to this time.
James Walsh

vs.

Gilbert 11. Marsii.

Action of

assumpsit tor board of minor son for twenty-five
weeks, at $2.50 per week. Yordict tor defendant.
Iinll for plaintiff. Mortland for defendant.
Burnham C. Sleeper vs. James A. Phllbrook. Action ot trespass for assault and battery with a ham
mor on plaintiff a head, claiming damages in the sum
of $2,000. Verdict for plaintiff one cent. Cllky for

plaintiff.

Mortland tor-defendant.

The criminal dooket w-as taken up on Saturday
last, the Grand Jury having found six indictments—

cheating by false pretences, one tor comtwo larceny and oue assault and
battery, and two liquor Indictments.
James
State vs.
Carter. For assault and battery
on Marcus C. Spear was tried on Saturday afternoon.
The said Carter is a gentleman ot color, belonging
In Warren, who, while In a state of intoxication,
struck complainant with the butt end of his whip,
making u severe wound on his left temple. Such
privilege not being granted by any of the recent
amendments to the Constitution, lie was found
guilty, and sentenced to Jail at Wiscasset for one
one

Boston.

Letter From Colorado.

Correspondence of the Journal.

tor

pound larceny,

Boston, Dec.

18.

THE WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE BAZAR,
its name implies, is a bazar or fair gotten up
for the purpose of cajoling “dimes and dollars”
from the pockets of believers and unbelievers,
wherewith to carry the war still farther into
the enemy’s camp. Not only are men to be
still farther importuned, implored and entreated to confer the right of suffrage upon their
“better halves,” but women also are to be appealed to and incited to action, as never before,
against the unjust domination of the other sex.
With the proceeds of the bazar, tracts are to be
sown broadcast over the land, lecturers able
and eloquent, arc to be sent in nil directions,
bearing “good news to a far country;” and the
Women’s Journal, the especial organ of female
suffrage in New England, is to have its circulation largely increased. With all this additional
light upon a subject so important, it is expected
that many, like King Agrippa, will be “almost
persuaded,” and others quite so; aud that large
numbers will, ere the close ot auother year,
give in their adherence to the faith. We strongly suspect there is a deal more of happiness in
the preparation and execution of theso bazars,
and in the excitement and anticipation of the
event of women’s suffrage than there will be
in the realization of its imposed burdens and
duties, when that awful calamity shall have
happened ; nothing being dearer to a woman’s
heart than opposition, and nothing is truer than
to gain her allegiance it is necessary to thwart
her will. So with deft fingers and atern resolves
the ladies have gone about preparing for the
attractive bazar now in successful operation at
Music Hall; and the skill which some day is to
control governments and manipulate caucuses
and conventions has been fully exercised on
as

pin-cushions,and lamp-mats, rag-dolls and penwipers. fans and wax-flowers, and a thousand
and one other ornamental and useful articles
too

to mention.

numerous

FJoquent tongues
have also persuaded from the manufacturers
elegant pianos, rare cabinets and costly chairs,
all of which, combined with the tasteful decorations, the brilliantly lightod refreshment room,
the entertaining Punch and Judy, and highly
amusing Art Gallery, draws crowds oi visitors,
and is putting many dollars into the hands of
these dissatisfied fair ones, with which to fight
out the question to its bitter end.

probable business

to be done

on

the road.

They

have also chosen a special committee to coufor
with our directors in relation to the building of
the bridge across the river above Bangor, to
connect with their road. The town of Brewer
has voted to take twenty thousand dollars stock
iu the road, and Orrington will do as much
more, her leading men being much interested
iu the project.
I am told that private subscription will much exceed the above amount.
The smelt fishing on the bridge leading to
Verona opens very successfully, nets are
stretched the whole length of it, an if the fishermen are busy.
(>ur shoe factory Is in full blast.
This business has a sure footing now, and will
be increased the coming season.
We have only three v essels on the stocks ut
this time, which is quite a contrast with other
Desolation appears to reign at our shipyears.

were

were

graded,

known to lie

and

as

the mud

Retrenchment were called in question. Could not a man believe that even in the
Senate there might be found a better leader for
the Republican party than the intellectual
colossus now sitting in the White House, without, therefore, being accused of unfaithfulness
to the party.
Would it be said there was only
one man in the country under whom the Republicans could train and he loyal? The Senator from Indiana (Morton) had boasted that it
was prompt to punish the wrong-doers among
it s members. He (Tipton) had once believed so
and had acted upon that belief, but hf: had
on

The main

that

a new reckoning.
During Thanksgiving week, our skies and
surroundings were more Alpine than Italian,
and witli something over a foot of snow on the
ground, and more coming, tho Irost-king reigned; people .went well muffled, and everybody
and everything said winter. No on relish,
the new style of Colorado storm* very much,
but would rather stick to old principles. Notwithstanding our occasional cold -nap*. 1 an

offered,

went over to

next

day,

without

delinite action.

faced!

f im oi

strange

in full is, however,

——“Soldier
The true

oatns. atm Dearueu like a

spirit

of this

quotation,

paru.
which

is more apparent when read with the context, is the ridicule ol blusterers, and loud
mouthed vaunters of themselves.

Your

one

much

more

hon-

ored in the breach Ilian the observance.
The New Hampshire Democracy.
The

despatches stating

that the Demo-

cratic State Convention had

adopted

the

departure notion, wore erroneous.
We record in our local column the fail- swaggerer and bully is always a coward.
The democracy of the old Granite State
ure of the third Stockton
sudden
When
call
emergencies
shipbuilding
fordaring
new

firm within the past twelve months. It is
an event for the
people of the sea-coast

deeds, these

towns of Maine to take note of.

rescued

While

the Democratic party administered the affairs o'.' this government, with its broad
and liueral policy, tho shipbuilding inter-

form them.

are

If

from

not the

a woman
a

that perchild is to be

men

or

burning house,

some

declined to harness themselves to that

renominated the present excellent Governor, James A. Weston, and

tolly.

They

put forth the following platform, every
sentence of which has the ring of the true

quiet, retiring man, whom often no one
suspected of heroism, does the deed.
metal—
"The world knows nothing of its greatest
Resolved, That, the Democracy of New
men." Our correspondent, himself a sol- Hampshire firmly adhere to the
principles
dier, knows how hospitals and returning hereby enumerated—
1st. The perpetuity of the Union—a strict
transports, and the ranks of deserters, obedience to the Constitution, and an honest

prospered. The thrifty and wealthy
villages of the coast sprang up
as
the genuine fruits of that
policy.
Where are those enterprising towns ?— were crowded with those who set out enforcement of the laws.
2nd. The protection of the rights of every
where are the elegant ships that were with proclamation of the fearful deeds citizen in accordance with the fundamental law.
3d. Opposition to ever species of corruption
queens of the ocean?—where tho ship- they were to do. The model soldier of
in all the departments of municipal, state and
masters whose skill and enterprise were Maine in the late war, was not “bearded national governments.
4th. No privileged classes and no privileged
world renowned? where the merchants, like a Pard,” nor “full of strange oaths”
capital.
the owners, the officers, the sailors who —but a quiet student of divinity and a
5th. A tariff that raises money for the necessary expenses of the Federal Government, and
grew rich in this business ? The ships college professor—who fought the war not for the. benefit of monopolists.
are wrecked or rotted, the masters, the
all through with almost disabling wounds,
Resolved, That the recent declaration of martial law over a
of the Republic, is an
officers, the sailors and mechanics driven till the last gun was fired at Appamattox. atrocious use of portion
an unconstitutional enactment;
into other employments. The towns are There was never more desperate fighting, and we hereby denounce that enactment as
subversive of every principle of civil liberty—
shrunken in valuation and population, no more true soldierly qualities shown
false in its pretexts, and in its enforcement an
earnest remonstrance and
Tho merchants and owners are becoming than when the smooth-faced
English outrage demanding
rebuke; and we invite all patriotic citizens of
at
Waterloo
withstood
for
that
bankrupt.
New Hampshire who are opposed to the pressquares
That is the state of things to-day. Now long .Tunc day the assaults of the French ent National Administration to join with us in
our efforts to stay the tide of corruption and
what of the future ? Again and again army, each survivor stepping where his centralization which threaten to
destroy the
have the representatives of our shipbuild- comrade fell—and conquered as the sun civil liberties of the people.
Resolved, That w’e pledge ourselves to a reThe most desperate fighter form of the Civil Service of the general governers and owners prostrated themselves at went down.
the foot of the party throne at Washing- that the world ever saw—John Paul ment, to the vigorous prosecution of reforms
in our own State; the,reduction of its expenditon, supplicating for mercy. None has Jones—who with his crew slaughtered, tures to the lowest practical limit; the elevation
of the courts of justice above the influence of
come.
Every measure of relief has been his ship on fire and sinking, and his guns any personal or partisan
consideration, and the
strangled. And the last door of hope dismounted, replied to a summons to enactment of all necessary laws which public
sentiment will sustain and public officers be rehas been closed by the Secretary of the surrender that he “had not yet begun to
quired to enforce.
Resolved, That we reaffirm our confidence in
Treasury, who says that shipbuilding can fight”—had a face as smooth as the palm
est

towns and

never

be revived.

Is there any wonder

that these firms go under ?
Do

we

hear ot the iailure ot

of one’s hand.

beard. Farragut,
desperately brave, showed
a

Bogush

Lord Nelson never wore
as

modest as he was
a

Governor

Junes A. Weston,

as

officially, above reproach, and
united

efforts to

secure

his

personally and
pledge our

we

re-election.

shipbuilders

in the Provinces or across

smooth face

the ocean?

Notone.

They make

money
out of our blunders which are worse than
crimes. When cargoes ol iron and salt

above the smoke ot battle, when lashed
in the shrouds of his flagship at Mobile.

The

tion that it

issue

Christmas will have

corns

oi

our

paper,

and gone, with

owned in Bath.
Death of Bishop Baker
Rev. (>.('. Baker, Bishop of ib< MethodUt
EpiscopalChurch, died at Concord. X li thU

rnortdng of paralysis

Congressional

Candidate.

Republican onvcntion lu Greenli.d t
today, Hon. Alvah Crocker, of Fitchburg,
the

was nominated to till the v i.
aney in the Ninth
Congressional District, or -.Coned bv the res«g
nation of Washburn.

New

York

Market.
VoKtf. fc :M.
•cats
Wheal dull and
firm, T.iaTTi* Vats <jintd
V-:u

fi

declined tiv*.*
nominal. (‘orn not so
i.r

I’ork ‘juict. tsi : •,
s.
Gold ION :;-l

du >Mf.
l--at»

d

Lard unchanged

same

.stop is put to this unnecescountry will soo* be cleared

Generalities.

<

numerous, and

>

running

to this

day.

Mr. ..limes * lark un i wuuinleu »udcme ;ui
icw won is
uie nuniiM
from St. Louis to Denver. We leave'the for- brated their golden wedding ia-t Wodnesdav
< 1 u k in early life followed
evening,
rapt.
mer place, at s.30 A. M. for Kansas < itv, a disthe seu and afterwards became the
tance of 272 miles, by way of North Missouri
proprietor
road. The journey between the two itj.»s C ; °t the old Mamiiitioo k House, now Hav \ iew*
and
continued
the
hole!
business
until
the house
well worth taking, if for nothing else, than to
rebuilt, and the name hanged, when bu
enjoy a ride over the stupendous iron bridge was
<-111 and retired to private life.
-•old
I
be family
that spans the Missouri.
It is indeed a magis iarg-. embracing the -umontons m Camden
nificent structure, well deserving th.- admiring
and
Rockland
and
Whites
Ilelfa-t.
comments bestowed upon it.
Just before
reaching JCansa> City, we crossed the riv. r
In Louisville, re. ently. a handsome out bashagain, over a similar bridge, though not as big
ful youth whs walking quietly down town,
We were in the rear car. so stepped to tie- when -uddenlv a lovely
to
young' lady ran
back platform, to enjoy a full view, flic moon him. threw her inns around his neck, upand
was casting her silver sheen over
everything, kissed him with empha-is. The basiiful indiwhile close behind, near enough to add a spi. .•
vidual felt in “ail-o'-eri-hness" immediately,
of fear to the scene, we could see the red h idand it the same time the blushing lady dis.-ovc:
light of a locomotive, with its attendant train cd he
mistake, apologi.- •'! by saying that sin*
of cars. We landed in Kansas City at in,p) thought he wa- liei on ie and ib d like the -tai
1\ M. and in five minutes, wore en’route for led fawn.
Denver on the Kansas Pacific road. on awakA Fitchburg ».«; lav
\vn in a tly-whed
ing the next morning we found ourselves on
the everlasting plains.
ceiitly, earlv in t!>• morning, and was not dtFt would be impossible
eovered till the engine had b.- n running tine
for me, with my limited command of languag
hours; a dog then d-te.-ted her in i ga\ th
t<> give an idea of the vastness and loneliness of
When the amine was stopped the
tlie plains, as they stretched far. far awav, be- alarm.
wm rescued uninjured, alter making sixty iv
where
can
yond
their
desolation
uneye
reach,
that to-morrow’s Post will contain a bright,
volutionmimife for three hours
the shriek and rush of the ironbroken, save
spirited sketch put in a graceful setting of horse, and thebybull'll.» mb unti .[>.• that i..-mi
A
W ishingPm
-,i\
of Miss kiUiin
words.
Miss Louisa Thurston, who writes the dreary wastes. Shortly alter stopping for
Chandler, only child of Senator (’handle* ol
'breakfast, the cry of ‘‘buffaloes" was beard.
entertain ng books for children, is editorially
Mi-higan. who is -..on to be married to Mi
At first only a few could be seen far oil' in the
Hale, that -he has been one of the belles o
connected with t ie Woman’s Journal, and is
distance,but we gradually came nearer to them.
Washington for tlie pa-t two seasons. Sin- A
sometimes upon the reportorial stall'of the Bos(>ne drove, in their ambitious efibrts to
keep up I’.iite young, is a natural blonde, has a tall,
with the train, were separated, afibrding a tin.ton Journal, wit 1 her soft abundant black hair
graceful figure, a very attractive ta.-e and lively
view of them on both sides of the ar~.
\t one
fascinating manuer-.
looped away in heavy braids from the dark, | time the
plains seemed bhu k with them, numpiquant lace, and ju->t a knot of scarlet at the bering hundreds and hundreds. Now and
AI the A njei i. an II u
m KosPoi, « o(. it. I
throat to relieve the plainness of the simple black then we would see a poor butfulo limping from Lawrence. wealthy gentleman, aged'.;, from
the
effects of a shot, tired bv sonic ambitious
Flgin. (II in a tempm ai v tit of insanity. ..-aped
dress. Quiet and unassuming, but with a wealth
marKsmar from the car window
from a thir l storv window, taliiug on an iron
Then*
an
of ready humor lurking about the prettily
be nothing more inhuman, than to wantonly
picket which terrihlv -haltered his leg, ne.-essi
curved lips ami shining forth in quick retorts. cripple these huge beasts, allowing them to b
tating amputation, and receiving other imuries
Aud lastly Miss Jennie Knight, who though of wounds on the plains, afibrding g... d to which proved fatal.
I
nobody.
must conics* to a feeling or disapThe Uurdiner Home -louruul -tv-, ii tivc
comparatively young in years is old in wisdom, pointment, at the av
d ami ungam!. apwho killed Savage, jti Augusta, in October, had
and wields an able, briliant pen, which is kept pearance of the buttaio. In travelling he
his trial la-t w «-k. w i- lined gtno and imprla
more
tamly
than
gn.
Ji
speed
busily employed in the editorial department of animalsdisplays
oned three months
id: »t‘- a pretty severe senarc endowed with powers of thinking,
the Charlestown Chronicle.
tence for killing an
Dark and stately, | I wonder if the buffalo's
\iigusta man, but for »
Ithoughts an- »-vvr
O.ardiner
Imp w- -!:«"ild think the price tow
with marked face and features that would ut- | deued by the idea that his lay. bkc th
Irnan’s, is
passing away before the mar.-h
tract attention anywhere, aud give assurance
The bod\ of a mm W In .» Lie preserver at
civilization. Among the numerous stations ,* Inched to it marked « •r-iea of Thomastou,
of a commanding spirit. These with a hosi of
one
.•

Montreal,
$5,000
to the poor of the city of New York. To still
further lighten his purse he spent $1,000 on a
private banquet to a few of the distinguished
citizens of Boston on Monday evening preceding his departure. The number of guests entertained

settling up of the potato season w-itli him.
His sales during the fall have amounted to
half a million pounds, at an average of one and
a
halt' cents per pound. He di.mated iboo
•:,|
pounds to the Chicago suffererw'b 1

the

nearly §1000.

twenty, and included the

poets
joys, reunions, greetings ami fes- Longfellow, Holmes, Lowell, Whittier, Presitivities. The great Christian holiday and dent Elliot of
Geo.
Claflin and others.
Harvard,
its celebration are rising yearly to more The cost of the supper was $50 a plate.
and more importance. To the young it
Among the changes in real estate this past
is the hopeful season of remembrances, week is the purchase of the Quincy House by
all its

Loss of a Bath Ship.
ship Gen. Chain her! .tin, ('.apt. Mors.*
from Guanape, with guano, which jailed from
Falmouth, England, Dec.
went ashore ue,.
Bremen, and is a total io--. She vv«- built and

Christmas is coining, and the stores are beBy the upsetting <•: a -ort.-h on its way from
ginning to put on their holiday attire. The
toy-shops look particularly attractive, and seem the strainer K atalulin, at Winterport, to Banirresistibly charming to the children, as thev gor, on
Saturday la-t, Mr. \. It. -ninons, me-stund and gaze, wondering which of all the
beautiful and fascinating articles, *■> lavishlv senger of the i i-tern Lxpress. was almost in
-»:i« l» fell
displayed, in such bewildering quantise*. Santa stantlv killed. Td
upon tin.* i■ -w;
Claus will donate to their *lmi**
To their
part ot hi- body, ••rushing ‘ho bones and iniui
elders among the many attraction*. th<- «-w.-lrv
him internally
He was an amiable young
establishments^!' which Denver can boa-t son..* ing
reatlv beloved !.v hi- associates and
very fine ones, would find a prominent pi .. ,•. atnan.
The display of native jewelry, -ilverwuiv. friend-.
diamonds, moss-agates, a favorite stone with
T. B. Grose, Ksij,, of Rockport, is superinwesterners, is beautiful and varied. The windows of the dry goods stores, book-stores,
tending the uustniction of a lighthouse on
Arc., are looking very gay and bright, and can- Sand
Island, near Mobil,-, ff,» built a lightnot fail to attract unusual admiration.
Indeed,
house on the same -land in Isd? and is.'*, but
it is almost impossible, while in Denver, and
witnessing on all sides the refinement, thrift, it wa- blown up dm mg the Wat ,ud t- how
and prosperity, to realize the vast extent of un- mass ol
ruin-.
inhabited country between this and the nearest
Hon. Samuel H. Dale, Mayor ol Bangor, de* 1
metropolis, St. Louis.
Many have associated this entire ,ve-tern
laud with barren deserts, and scalping savage-, very suddenly ol apoplexy, on Suinluy last
and are so impressed with the idea.'tlmt tin
I Hi- wife, on her reiurn from lunch, found him
consider it necessary to go doul.lv armed, with prostrate on the floor, and in a dying <mdition
revolvers and bowie knives, i heard of one from which he -lid
not rally.
man that on beholding the figure of a brawn v
chief in front of a cigar store, felt hi* last lmur
The society for the prevention ot ruelty to
1
h- come, and started from danger, with the animaU 1- about to
i
make war on the lipping
speed of a race horse. The la*t -mmi of him. I
j ot lior.-e-s, a practice likewise condemned byth
was trying to take the Koeky Mountains at
best writer- on the -arc of horses.
tlying leap. If ho succeeded, n<» doubt m-

departure

Christmas.
Before another

Dec. 20, 4 P. M

he

J

you there is a vast difference between a
winter here and in New England. The tonus
on the plains have been very severe,
blocking
up the railroads in all directions.
Most of the
engines were off the track, and the passenger*
had pretty hard tune*. Some of the second
class passengers, it i» said, really suffered for
food, not being able to pay the exorbitant prices
charged at the stations.
For four .lays, we had no mails it- or out of
Denver. The first mail that went out after the
blockade, contained over G000 letter*. The now
narrow-go age road,the Denver and Rio Grande,
seemed to pass the ordeal best. The road i- in
high favor, and is mu at jmu-h •*-

*

smooth
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Hard Weather at Sea.

assure

way, anil unless a
sary slaughter, the
of game.

>v,

!

>hip masters, recently arrived from sea. n
port extremely bohlerous weather on the At
iantic during the past lew weeks, with
high
seas and strong northwest gales.

■

the

DKSPATCHKS TO TffK
I Ins

sary to start

in

by Telegraph

Suicide of Luther A. Coombs.
In Portland, at about nine o’clock this forenoon, Air. I. tithe 1 v. < o< mbs, senior prop lie to
<»( the Preble I foiiM ,« ouimittrd suicide
by shooi
himself with .< pistol
ni He hand
ed some private papers to his wife and
said.
“Here is something to take care of fop
you and
Charlie.” and immediately placed u
revolver at
his right temple and fired. The ball
lodged in
the left side of the head, and there remains.
In
Tewksbury ami Small were called and pmnounced his recovery impossible. Mr. Coomb,
was a native ot
Bucksport, and connected formerly with the steamer city of Richmond.

was

-e

week’s paper had been printed.]

SPKCIA1.

so

-.omc

with great earnestness, when the resolution for investigation into frauds in the
N ew York Custom House, which had been

| Latest

had before, all the blame
is attached to that. But everyone with the unlimited faith in tho future that characterizes
Denver people, says tlial it cannot last long, and
in a short time the streets will lie as dry as
ever.
So may it lie.
The most fashionable
promenade, since the existing state of allhirs,
has been the horse-railroad track. Everyone
seemed to rush for that one dry spot left. People's calculations have been disturbed in more
ways than one this winter, and it seems necesnever

Elk, deer, and buffalo suffered

attendance upon the bazar

noon

the streets

than tin* common roads.
The raids on the game during lb" storm,
were carried to great excess,
one day iw
men killed twrfntv-six antelope, onlv .-h-wm ..t
which were saved, ihe rest left to the wolves.

THE CELEBRITIES
in

Correspondence of the Journal.
Denvkr, Dec. l:j.
■hist ill tho present time, mud seems to reign
in
the city of the plains. All the snow
supreme
lias disappeared, and the man of oldest memory
gives it up, as to when such dreadful travelling
was ever seen in Denver.
During last summer

objection to full beards is
they are uncleanly. The natural
respirator needs more frequent unlading
of impurities than it gets—and much more
beard shall grow, the other makes the
so when
it becomes a natural spittoon. yards.
same provision for the hair, and bearded
A very s.ngular as well as serious accident
called Monotony. and
The moustache is beaded with tobacco
enung peculiarly
men must be likewise long haired.
Dr.
leaser lights, more or less distinguished, gave a appropriate, since the whole ''"iinlr;.
fo
il is a strainer of coffee and soup, happened to one of our enterprising mechanics,
hundreds
of
miles
one
with tips in
impresses
Smith, however, in his Bible Dictionary, spittle,
De Forrest Snowman, last Friday. Ho was decided attractiveness to the afternoon’s enteris greased with gravy, perfumed with
ing or sameness. Sunflowers grow spontan
says—"Nor is it possible to decide with
carrying a kottle of boiling tar on board a ves- tainment; hilt among them all we looked in ously, iii wild profusion along th** whole rout-1
onions, anointed by butter, and stuck sel he was
ground has been broken. We iai !.• b p;
repairing, when his feet slipped, and vain for a blonde, and have puzzled our brains where
certainty the meaning of the precept reDenver at 4 A. M. two nights and one d*.
with pastry and confectionery,
it con- the whole contents were thrown on
BEEN PERSECUTED AND PUNISHED FOR II
him, burn- ever since trying to determine why “wit and
from Kansas ( itv, a distance ot bjs miles.
garding “the corners of the beard.”
EVER SINCE.
ceals tho face, and the beholder and ing his hands and arms in a shocking manner. wisdom” should be so closely allied to black Kastern
people who wish the finest vb-vv ot th-*
“History informs us that an insult otAdministration drill, however, was too
A course of five lectures was concluded last and brown and gray.
plains, and the best siglit of the Initial..
wearer lose the expression of the mouth,
(Lull
a
to
the
beard
of
a
tered
Roman
should come to Denver, bv w ay of K. I’, h*. !;.
by
VARTOIS
ITEMS.
much for the investigators, and the TrumFriday
which
have
been
well sustainevening,
one of the most beautiful and mobile til
There are some curious -lights seen heir. A
Miss Olive Logan,the charming lady lecturer, short
ed by our community.
bull amendment was rejected, and the citizen (M. Papirius) led to great slaughtime since, a well known ram-he-man
It is a great impediment to
the features.
is
to
assume
the
duties
and
of
a
raised
ter,” says N., but it would doubtless have
responsibilities
A fashionable ball of the neck tie persuasion !
considerable excitement, by parading
original proposition adopted.
At best the beard can but be rethe
streets
wife
on
with a procession of potatoes. |{
speech.
it
Tuesday
next.
“Curtain
Lectures”
came otf here last Thursday night.
Music by !
On Monday, the light reopened on the been equally resented had the Gaul pullfive large farm wagons were load" I with
as
an
excrescence
or
Is
will
then
take
the
of
Xice
presumed
appendage, the Bucksport Cornet Band and other stringed
place
ed the nose of M. Papirius. “I am a Ro- garded
four to five thousand pounds of potatoes, th**
composition of the committee and on subYoung Men’’ and “Girls.”
like the nails or hair, constantly renewed, instruments.
outfit headed by the city band.
i-la* li wag-m
Hancock.
man," made all the person equally sacred.
I tie Grand Duke made the attache^ ot the
hud a mammoth placard, on vvhi -b was printed
jects to be investigated by it. This conbe worn or not, as individual taste
as above, postand
to
letter,
[Our
correspondent’s
N—
these
words:
“Wtddkk
De;
\t.
stvs
rm
Again
says
tinued up to the adjournment on
marked the 13th, was not received until last; Revere House happy with a present of $300 ere KEST mi ST luc sold." i’he
Monday
parade celebrated
it cannot he contended that soldiers should be may dictate. The custom of wearing it
his
to
and also sent
mittee

“Ye shall not round ttie corners ot your
heads, neither shall thou mar the corners of thy
heard."
II one portion commands that the full

Prog. Age, in reply to our suggesprint the letter we wrote to
When, after the annihilation of the Mame- President Johnson, in I860, says—“The
A recently married New Yorker, engaged a
lukes at the battle of the Pyramids, one letter is not in our possession.” That
beautifully
special car for himself ami bride,
in
of the chiefs was brouglit before Napo- shall no longer be an excuse. We will
Provincial
to
be
landed
are
Belfast,
into
bed-room,
titted up inside, and divided
drawing-room and kitchen, which was to be at- ships bring them, pocket our golden freight, leon, he could not conceal his amazement place a printed copy of the letter in the
tached to every train, as they journeyed on
and laugh at our stupidity. Such is the that the great soldier should be without a hands of the editor of the Age, if he will
their way to Sait Francisco.
And Frederick the Great always agree to print it entire in his columns.
State of Maine under a radical adminis- beard.
A gentlemanly appearing young man presentWill such a course be too manly and honshaved.
drawn
tration.
be
to
by
ed two checks purporting
If we examine the list of patriots of est, or does lie propose to continue to misCornelius Sweetser of Saco, at tho counter of
the
the Biddeford National Bank and received
—Portland is still wrestling with the the elder time in this country, we find represent a document which he will not
cash for the same, amounting to about fjuo.uo.
be a
that not one of the signers of the lieclara- permit his readers to see ?
small pox.
The checks have since been found to

forgery.

Correspondence of the Journal.

on Saturday afterwell worth a long
journey and a good deal more than the price
of admission to sec. First came Mrs. Julia
Ward Howe, with her fair sweet face, gray hair
queror of the world, fought his battles
and quiet dress of Mack—a perfect embodiment
with shaven soldiers. The same authoriof true womanhood, refined, fastidious, gracety says—
ful, and noble, with power of intellect and
The year 451 1!. ('. is given as the period year. Rice tor State. Mortland for defendant.
purity of heart. Next Mrs. Harriet Beecher
when the Romans lirst commenced the practice
The young men belonging to the XXV Club (so
Stowe, with the broad full brow and firm feawe
of shaving, and
have ttie authority of
In this city, are making urrangments to have tures of the
Beecher family, unostentatious In
Pliuv for flic statement th^t Seiplo Africanus called)
a grand Christmas Ball, which comes ou the 25th of
was tlic lirst of tile Romans who submitted to
dress, deferential in manners, with pleasant
December this year. Gilmore's Baud of Boston is
the daily use of the razor.
face and quick observing eyes. Miss Louisa
Nomen,
Gibbon fixes the date at which Rome’s to furnish the music.
Alt ott,—the veritable Aunt Joe, whom we all
decline began at A. 1>. ISO, or 034 years
love,—slight and shy and not at all handsome;
Letter From Bucksport.
but with such genuine goodness shining out
after the Romans commenced to shave.
Correspondence of the Journal.
from the depths of the soft gray eyes as causes
So they had that length of time on the
Bucksport, Dec. 12.
one utterly to forget the successful authoress in
upward grade alter they had “clutched
.Should a stranger visit this place at this time the surely sympathetic, tender aud true hearted
tlic razor.”
he would take it for granted that he had arrived woman. Mrs. Ada Bow les, short, dark, bl ight
Without saying that all shaven men are at the head of
navigable waters. The fact is and witty—the spunky, self-possessed little wife
virtuous and good, the fact that a man so that Bangor Is now largely represented here of a very talented man, and herself widely and
both by her men and business. Our harbor is well known as an eloquent and able debater
cares for his appearance is a strong preand lecturer.
an uctual necessity for closing up for the season
Mrs. Susie Vogle, the bright,
sumption in his favor. Would any paintand dashing correspondent of the Springfield
the lumbering business carried on by the up
er venture to
portray a gang of clean- river towns.
Sixty-four vessels and the tug Republican—a little la ly drossed all in black,
shaven pirates compelling honest and
boats are ut our wharves or moored in the and with fun and mischief lurking in every
bearded mariners to walk the plank ? stream, dozens of which are loading with the kink of her curly head, and flashing with every
Have not ruffians and instruments of product# of the mills of the Penobscot,that have glance of her bright alack eyes. Miss Jennie
tyrant y been always unshaven?
Says been floated in rafts for safety to this place. The Collins, the pioneer of the workingwomau’s
amount of lumber brought down is not so cause, earnest and honest, exhibiting in every
Campbell
turn of her head, every change of her expresas usual owing to the cold snap which not
“When leagued oppression poured to northern large
only closed tho river at Bangor hut at the same sive features, and every clinch of her little
wars
Her irhink'fretl pandoors and her tierce hui/ars. time stopped millions of lumber in the ice, hands, the peculiarities and idiosyncrasies that
Tumultuous horror brooded o’er tile van,
where it must lie until spring.
In this has not have made her a leader among women. Miss
Presaging wrath to Poland and to man."
Old Probability put in a substantial argument in Sallie Joy, the well known lady reporter of the
X.
Again says
Boston Post, a sparkling, jaunty little brunfavor of our railroad to connect with the roads
I do not contend dial this honored custom is
nette, with unimat!on and grace in every movealtogether without exception. For instance, above ?
when one desires to step back in years, to meet
The directors of the European ami North ment, and stylish from the top of her saucy
or make matrimonial advances; or hi other
American Railroad have been here recently little cap to the tops of her dainty gaiters.
words, when old men plav the lover, shaving with their
engineer, examining our survey in Everybody knows that the restless eyes are
is not only proper but highly commended, as
in Miudi Ado About Nothing.
regard to accommodating the wharves and the seeing everything worthy of observation, and

dignity and beauty of a beard, and a
youthful one in appearance, lie can do so,
greater unless one of those resolved to “never
“Honor thy fathan Moses commands:
When old men woo, it is not
ther, nnd thy mother”—in one hall ol say dye.”
with the counterfeit of youth. :
always
be
disat
the
beard
must
which,
least,
Their successful card is the display of j
pensed with, and may in the other. N’s
wealth. Says Byron, than whom no one |
from
NeithLeviticus,
quotation
regard

Letter From

Letter from Rockland.

had

history.
teachings
correspondent The American Cyclopedia (Appleton’s)
unjust to tho larger vol. :!, p. Id, says—

no

was William Vannar, a
per- tion—
who, if various stories are true that I .Mr. bciiurz said— 1 h<* .Senator from
Indiana
are circulated about him, was a man that
v.Morton) says my remarks yesterday cast repour Melinda should have shunned as site flections on the Republican party. How so?
would a ferocious beast. Vannar also lived Do not we all profess to be in favor of reform?
in Washington, and, until the commence- And yet when a member of this body attempts
to lay bare a gross abuse the cry is raised that
ment of the late rebellion, worked on a farm he is
trying to injure the Republican party. er ventured to put a moustache on one ?
for some of his relatives, blit subsequently My motives have been reflected
upon, and I and
We are ass.ured that all the hairs of our
enlisted in the Twenty-ninth Regiment of those with whom I act have been asked what
Maine Volunteers. During bis term of object we pursue. I am ready to tell the Sen- head are numbered, but not that our
ate. My object is to uncover,To denounce and
enlistment lie appears to have borne
beards are. Samson’s strength resided
to try to have corrected any and
every abuse
himself as u good soldier but unfortunately whenever I can
lay my hand upon it, without in his flowing looks, and Delilah might
while in the service he contracted a habit regard to how it will affect the interest or adhave shaved him till doomsday without
tor intoxicating drinks, and
upon his dis- vantages of party, and without regard to

Maine, but for a long time after led an
idle and dissolute life. lie, it is said, was

a

Esquimaux, Laplanders, Patagonians,
?
&c.—arc beardless. The races ol' heavily keep company
“1 swear by the
bearded men girdle the earth in the tem-

the

ure

son

charge

wore

anything else, though we cannot say that
government
are accustomed to swear, “by the
they
arrests
the
metallic
in
particles
In that form the measure ingly
penses, &c.
of cutlery.
And long-lived un- tail ol my father.” If they do, their exgrinders
would not be one troublesome to the admoustached members of all the dusty ample should have as much more force
ministration.
But Mr. Trumbull, of Illitrades are plentiful. On any raw day in as the Johns arc more numerous.
nois, always ready to support any measFurther says N.
be marked full bearded
our streets

qnaituanecs

to

Independence

the Presidents of the United

were

Novel Way of Extending the Circulation
of a Newspaper.

Ten thousand copies of the New Vnrk

Times of Saturday containing an editorial
article assailing independent liepubi;, a
Senators for their course in supporting
Wukefield, Esq., who is already the the Trumbull resolution, have been re
tokous and festivities ; redolent of recol- Cyrus
owner ot the adjacent Central Hotel, and the
eeived at the folding-room oi the Senate,
lections of the past and memories of those
opposite square formerly occupied by the Brat- where they have been put into wrappers
the
Christian ren- tle Street Church. The two hotels are to be at the
long gone before; to
public expense. They are to be
dered sacred bv our Lord's suffering, removed, and upon the vacant lot is to rise a
apportioned among the ‘•Administration'' I
death and atonement. To each and all mammoth marble front hotel, which in so cen- Senators, for distribution over the country ;
tral a locality will undoubtedly prove paying under their franks. The article in que-‘•A Merry Christmas.”
property. Another change is the purchase by tlon is believed to lie about the only one
that has appeared in any paper of rethe Somerset Club of two houses ou Beacon
—A new reading of Macbeth’s direction to Street
in which open conbelonging to the estate of the late David spectable standing,
his servant,
demnation and ridicule is expressed of :
Sears, one for $140,000, the other for $70,000.
Put out the light, amt then,—
Senator Trumbull's proposition fa i1
Put out the light,”
A philanthropic lady ot this city presented
and honest investigation of the 1
comes from California. The last three words
to the managers of the fair in aid of the i thorough
$1,000
of the various departments oi ;
are considered a typographical error.
Macbeth
operations
Its preparation was
naturally wishes to be alone. Shakspere there- Society lor Dumb Animals a few days before ! the Government.
fore miiBt have meant to make him say,
its close. The fair is said to have been highly
to
be a matter ot so much imthought
Put out the light.
successful, and the dumb animals ought to be portance that the managing editor, as well
And then,—put !”
Percie.
proportionately rejoiced.
as the proprietor of the Times, in com
[Waterville Mail.
with Tom Murphy, came on from
The witticism is a good one, but foundThe disorder from which the Prince of
ew York, and were at the white House
ed on an error. The quotation is not
Wales was thought to be dying took a on Friday, besides being in consultation
from Macbeth, but from Othello, and is a
witli their friends in the Senate.
The
favorable turn the latter part of last week |
article is supposed to have been prepared
part of the soliloquy of that jealous coland there is now no doubt of his complete |
by the joint efforts of all these gentlemen.
ored gentleman over his sleeping wife,
is exceedingly thank- Arrangements were made to have the
while considering whether he shall put recovery. England
ful, for notwithstanding the wild life of extra edition printed and forwarded to the
out both the light of the lamp and the
Senators for distribution ; and to save exthe Prince, he has, as heir to the throne, !
penses, they will not only secure the free
light of liie. The organ of Colby Unia hold upon the affections of the people.
transportiou of the papers in the mails.but
versity should be better posted in the Enghave managed to get them wrapped in ;
lish classics.
At Waldoboro they have a weighing commit- Government wrapping paper by Government employes.
i'N Y Tribune.
—Last week a couple of marriages got tee, citizens of credit and renown, whose
duty
it
the
deaths
in
is
to
ascertain
the
true
this
It
was
of
weight
among
everybody’s
paper.
There was always something irresistibly
bad enough, but we were consoled next pig. They write to us that lion. Isaac Reed
a
Chester
sixteen comic in the story they used to tell about a
recently slaughtered
pig,
in
the
of
make
tho
Portnoticing
day
up
months old, which weighed G74 pounds. The foppish passenger on a Mississippi boat,
land Press, wherein a pathetic description j
committee also went beyond the strict line of who, “just to have a little fun,’’' jumped
of the Paris commune executions got its
duty and weighed a cow raised and slaugh- on shore at a landing, and, drawing a
mixed with a funny sketch of Mark Twain tered by Mr. Reed, which turned the scale at bowie knife, rushed up to r gawky-looking
fellow at a wood-pile, exclaming “I’ve
in a barber’s chair. We havn’t enjoyed 772 pounds.
found you at last—you’re the man I’ve
so hearty a laugh for many a day.
been looking for.” The gawky looked at
Presidential Message. On Tuesday, the
him curiously hall a second, then straight—Mr. C. P. Kimball of Portland, has recentPresident transmitted to Congress the report of
ened out an arm like a jib-boom and knockly K°t up some new style sleighs, single and
double, that he facetiously calls the “New De- the Civil Service Commission, embodying rules ed the felew overboard into ten feet o(
and regulations for its reform. In the accom- water.
parture.”
Resuming his position against the
The name is very happily conceived, panying message the President states that the
wood-pile he looked up at the deck of the
rules
have
and
will
into
been
as the new departure was to slay the pargo
opera- steamboat and drawled out, “Is there any
adopted,
tion Jan 1st. The President adds that, if left to body else on this boat looking for me ?
ty. Charles is a joker.
him, without further action by Congress, he
—The Lewiston Journal comes out will
faithfully execute them.
The Times says the town of Moulton
in
its
new dress.
We
bright and shining
has voted to exempt from taxation, capiA dying Californian left $100,000 to the mute
hope It won’t got too proud to recognize
tal not exceeding $50,000 which shall he
the rest of us, who havn’t got such good asylum of San Francisco, with the remark that invested in manufacturing pstahlishr' cnts,
hi9 beneficiaries could not talk about him after
for a term of ten years.
clothes.
his death.
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lias

coin- ashore on th* « aliforniu coast,
i n
Ne\v F is;!-. Australia
the doth of November and !•
feared tha
-he has met with a di-aster

bark «'orsica sailed from
"ti

Piaissian ears and locomotives were run t
In the Russian rub
very gate- of Pari-.
system a iid'-r -nr gauge from those of adcountries
!used, which -hows th.
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the

way
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-hrewdne--.

a.
} !• ,..|
tii
tv
hanga
goo
Miss Ha/i.-P swum- !ik•
lin k
Kli/abeth C.a«iv <ttmt >u i- a -*• i»*ntni»- angle!
and Su-an lb \:;!!iou> phiv- a rattling game

Ail

t*

x'«

1

pi-tol-shot.

druw-pokcj
The Ra-tporl >enfinel a-sU.re* us that Urn
ha\ome in earllet
than usual this
winter. Thev lm\- been verv plenty lately and
are very large
1
fishermen are maklu*:

herring

-•

large haul-’.

The Jai'ksom ill*
I,..11• >>
Journal report
that a man* btlongiii:’ to
man living In di
-a, .mi
vicinity recently gam birth t«> tv\ i.*t
muU
ot which wi- a mu-. an I tie other
.»

Inou
Philadelphia b relay
fallim
He onfessud tin
for the
reason the cruelty >f hts
crime and gives
f'afher to hlv mu the

John Wan*

wav
murder >;

Hen. >!ieri’lan ! 1 :i- extended an invitation to
‘•rami I»uk*‘
\i- to a gum I hnlfttlo hunt.
Thousands of Sioux In liatn an-to lend e dat to
the oeeasion
•?
I.ieut.
it.
Italo-man
the Ibvemtc
Maline, is ordered to report to tin- Collector m
Customs at b'ernaiulina, I 'la.. m luty on hour
the cutter Rescue.

Fifty
ot

(

young widow- iv-ide in the small town
entreville. 1ml.. au l it i- unsafe tor an tin
man to pa-s through there.

protected

Auhum papwrs -tale that the II m. Wm. H
Reward i- very low toon paralysis.

An

Adroit

Robbery.

In Now York, last Friday t about
1If
I* M
M
Blatehford, an old and
prominent lawyer «d tin city, doing husi
tear Wall, came
ness in Nassau street,
out of t lu* vaults of the S ife | leposit Com
patty. ;ii Broadway and Liberty struct,
with :i package ot bonds inclosed in an
ordinary envelope, and proceeded down
Liberty street on hi- way to his olHee.
stopping near Nassau stteet to purchase
some fruit at one of the street stands
Incautiously laying the package of bond-*
on the stand, he took out his pocket-book
to pay for the fruit, and. while in the act
with an inquiry by a
was addressed

strangei
Turning courteously t<> answer
him. Mr Blatehford s attention was with
drawn from tin bonds.when a man behind
him rapidly seized the bonds, and, plat*
itig them beneath his coat, disappeared
Tht* inquirer thanked Mr. Blatehford, and
hurried away, the whole transaction or
eupying but a few seconds. When the
latter turned he discovered that his bonds
had disappeared from the stand, and that
there was no trace of those whom he now
suspected ot having stolen them. Allot
thinking of the circumstances, lie lelt
convinced that he ha I been followed by
three men, one of whom spoke to him at
the fruit stand, while another stole the
bonds, and the third must have acted as a
lookout. The package contained $5*J,5(X>
in United States tive-twem v coupon bonds
of the issue of is*;7.
One of the

shining lights has gone out
Attorney General Aker
has resigned, and is succeeded by
George 11. Williams, ot Oregon.

of the Cabinet.
man

Hon.

It is said that Vanner, who killed his
wife in Lynn, Saturday, has another wife
living in Main0, but this does not seem

probable.

local

The fact cannot be concealed or igno red that
there is a dangerous class in this city that
must he suppressed by the authorities. Loaf-

Items,&c.

News of the County and City.

delivered
M•
ii K-i iiv
even ;u
Logan. The delay
I.• v, the evening fixed for
I
lie- Irani
mjiw'agreat that a postponement
ih
•■"''
r.
the lecturer, at nuiel;
•-.ii*a
riiK-i- i-* In M ,1. P'inaMled Until ti e
following
She was ■•'•mplimented by the largest
ten i tig.
bene** oi the season.
Mis- Logan’s appear*
muj, | .til'.'-.'i

•■-.'v course was

1

"!l‘

upon iIni
-1

<

ters

and

insult

any

unprotected

woman

wfio

passes—and this in the most, public places.
Recently a gang formed a line across the walk
at the corner of City block, to compel passers
to go into the street.
The first comer was a
broad-shouldered shipmaster who made room
bv knocking one into the street.
It isn’t long

■

••

since

platform is very pleasing. She
md figure, whs becomingly

On the 9th inst., diet

ers,

failingly

■

Matters.

Stockton, Nathan N. Martiu, aged G7. Mr
Martin will be gratefully remembered by many
a man now in active life as his early teacher,

drunkards, rowdies and desperate charachave fairly taken possession. Gangs stand
at the corners ol the streets, after dark, and un-

Olive Logan s Lecture.

Stockton

a man

was

compelled

to

use a

pistol

in

in

who conscientiously strove to do his
duly by those committed to his care. lie had
been a teacher in Stockton and vicinity for 47
years, with unvarying success, lie died a lingering and painful death from ulceration of the
one

jaw-lxme.
Also

died

aged 07—one

on

the

of the.

20th, Jeremiah W. Staples,
old inhabitants of the town,

father of twenty-one children, having
lie also died of a painful
disease of the lower jaw.
During the year just closing fifty-six inhabitants of tiie town have died at home and abroad.
and the

had three wives.

“I hope this hand is not counterfeit,,’ said a
as he was toying with his sweetheart’s
hand. “The best wav to lind it ov»t is t<» ring
it,” was the reply.

lover,

Watcii No. 24001, Stem Winder—bearing
Trade Mark “United States Watch Co.,Marion.
N. J.”—manufactured bv United States Co.,
((iiles, Wales & Co.,) has been carried by me
three months; its total variation from mean
time being one second. Xo.ut P. Payne.
Publisher, Prow (It. I.) ITefald.
A western editor, in response to a
who grumbled that his p^ier was
damp, says that it is because there
due on it.

subscriber
intolerably
is so much

Fellows’ Compound Syrup of l Typo phosIt
phites
is an excellent nervous tonic.
exerts a direct intiuenee on the nervous system,
and through it it invigorates the body.

H IK UIILOII

H

1IAIR DI E.

superb Ilair Dve is the best in the world—
perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; uc
disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s liair Dye
produces Immediately a splendid Black or natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
not contain a panicle of lead or any Injurious com
pound. Sold by all Druggists. Factory, 10 BOND
STREET, N. Y.
lyrHsp
rnRIlITY

St HOOL !

CAMDEN*

MAINE.

English

Bo>/s.

and Classical Family Boarding School for
Winter Term begins .Ian. 1, 1872. For Cataaddrt
Rev. R. W. ATWELL, Rector.

logue.
2m20sp

LOOK OUT FOR

PROBATE NOTICES.

This

ss

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

THE

| MISS

SAWYER’S SALVE.

Judge oi Probate for the Count]

LOOK OUT FOR

UNDERSIGNED Guardian of Fred A. Ber

ry, minor and Heir at law of Wm. Berry, late ol
Searsmont, in said County, deceased, respectfully
represents that said minor is seized and possessed ol
certain real estate situate in Searsmont, and consisting of an undivided 1*8 of 1-2 of what is known as
the homestead of 9aid Wm. Berry, deceased. That au
advantageous offer of one hundred and ten dollars bus
been made by Orrin Berry, of said Searsmont, which

LOOK OUT FOR

offer it is for the interest of all concerned immedi-

ately to accept, tin. proceeds thereof to he put out

LOOK OUT FOR

interest for the benefit of said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said real estate
of said minor,(including the reversion oi the widow’s
dower thereon, to said Orrin for said sum.
CYRUS T. HKMENWAY.
on

sell defence—and but a little before that a man
stabbed in a drunken affray. There is not
MARRIF.I).
•i
street in the city in which the fences and
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
An Illinois grave-digger, who buried a man
shov ;i;:
Mid while m-eh.
v few ornafor the County ol Waldo, on the Second Tuesday
houses do not bear marks of destructive rowin
this
Dec, 16, by Rev. W. L. Brown, Mr,
named
Button, sent a bill to his widow as folcity,
of December, A. D. 1871.
'I'lie
uv. Mis
;
L.idle*
ol
and
the
l:nitarian
brilliants were becomingly
;■
Society held a lows: “Tom ikins one Button-hole, $2.50.”
Andrew Patterson of this city, and Mrs. Rouena M.
! dyism. One night last week a gang of drunken
you have a salve combining soothing ana
the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
Brown
of
Also
the
Upon
17.
M o
Fair
and
I
Dec.
vee
ibundant blonde hair was arat Hayford Hall, on Tuesday
Searsport.
by
same,
-iiffian* matle a raid along Church,street, ringhealing properties, with no dangerous ingredpetitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
A friend of ours trod on a rusty nail, which Sir. Alexander Cooper and Miss Eugenia Russell,
ient. A remedy at baud for the many pains and
In"I.-- about her hea l, with a
nifeti
evening
fauev articles, refreshTableaux,
a copy of said
both ot Searsmont.
with
this
order
causing
He
used
petition,
and
door
into
the
foot
one
inch.
bells,
his
about
dig
throwing gates
penetrated
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesli is heir.
In Freedom, by Wm, G. Sibley, Esq,, David Huso',
thereon, to be published three weeks successively iu
ments. Ar„ were the attractions.
th hael..
A full
The living itenne's Pain-Killing Magic Oil thoroughly and
long curls dependirm
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
street. One of them had a huge club with
of Freedom, and Mary Wright of Montville. [ In- the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
never producing a bad efleet, but always relieving
!ear whit, complexion, loutures tliat pass
cured it without trouble. The Magic Oil is sey
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
last week. 1
correctly
which he broke feu< cThe iron fence around representations of paintings, statuary, &c., what
published
in the house. S. A.
pain, however severe.
needs
at
the
Probate
every
Office
in
In
'on 'Vom witherin' -•oru. or tender
Belfast
family
were very beautiful
aforesaid, on the
Searsport, by Rev. S. Thurston, assisted by
and artistic. We learn
it is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it
the grounds of Hon. Janies 1’. White lost nearHowes ,fc <’o. wholesale agent.
Rev. A J. Adams, James Mosman and Mrs, Mary second Tuesday of January next, at ten o’clock In
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, fon.-.’i him bin. shapely hands and
that about $300 were realized to the fund.
i• Mhos
the
and
shew
if
both
of
forenoon,
cause,
Salvage,
any they have, why
Searsport.
ly forty of its iron pickets. Mr. White, at great
nt arly
twenty years, with great success.
in
to
hrukeman
went
the
same
An
should not be granted.
In Troy, Dec, 7, Phillip Blethen, Jr., and Marcia
sleep
Oswego
■r:.yn •'t ii
he.
-he appeared »;U tin* platThe principal diseases for which this salve is r>
J.Iilei (iarland, of Monroe, who squeezed
pains and expense, has made his grounds beauASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
church, and eiectrilied the deacon who took up Hunt,both of Thorndike.
ommenied are. Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles
•"i;
withoist ;„i:,
with abundant I tiful and
A
true
In
Attest—B.
P.
So.
Nov.
James
“That’s
.1w24
the
late
term
of
the
of
Copy.
Field, Register.
Montville,
29,
Berry
Liberty
attractive, and a credit to the place. through
Supreme Court by the collect ion by remarking drowsily,
Scrofulcu Old deers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burn
and Ella Sleeper of Searsmont.
I!''
-,
>U a e'ea** vyell TnoduAlso, Nov. 30, M.
all right: I work on this road."
•*•*> e[Ex
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples, Erysipelas, Sore
some process not generally understood, has
! The iron fences around other residences were
F. Douglass of Liberty, and Ora Harrimao of Mont- To the Honorable
of Probate for the County
Judge
Eyes, Barber's Itch, Deafness, Boils, Ring worms.
Piled voice.
broken in the same manner. Shall we reproach been arrested on another warrant for criminal
Peruvian Syrup. This valuable medicine ville.
ot Waldo.
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Eai
In Rockland, Dee. 9, Thomas Smith and Ada A.
v
\
ache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breast*
Voting Men. Sh< the ruffianism of S’ew York't Is there any- practices in his flock, ami will be examined be- 1ms been silently making its way into public : Abbott,
J, TUFTS, of Belfast, Administratrix of
both
ot R.
Also
Dec.
Wm.
Robinson
and
7,
Itch, Scald Head, Teething, ('happed Hands.
favor by the numerous remarkable cures it lias
the
estate
of
John
late
of
in
Tults,
Belfast,
Theodosia Holt, both ot R, Dec. 9, Bainbrldge Pratt
ii-.
I he phrase “nice” so
1
thing worse than these offences against person fore Judge Flanders.
Scahls, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and
said County, deceased, respectfully represents that
performed. Its singular efficacy is owing to and Dora Jones, both of R.
Sores on Children
Ml?. r:ti-v as
app; i! t" Niagara Palls. and property, iu the districts under martial law
in Thnniaaton. No>. 20, II -nry Burdett and I.uella the goods, chattels and credits of said deceased are
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ot seventeen hundred dollars for the payment of the
markably gifted woman, who lias had a varied
means of saving you
Havana
of Cuba.
ardSnow; on the West by Rufus I.arabee and Charles
in rocks is going on human singers may keep their heads clear and read it carefully. It will be the
said deceased’s just debts, charges of administration
her fame uml fortune by | Islesboro’, and speculation
W. Grant; on the North bv Elijah Low and others
a dollar, you health, and possibly your life.
many
career, and established
Mr. Joseph Pendleton has their throats in tune by a timely use of Dr. Dr. Young can be consulted on any ot the diseases and incidental charges; said real estate consists of a $331,00o in gold drawn every seventeen days. Prizes
and the condition of said mortgage having beeu
The lecture gave great there furiously.
force of her talents.
Sage's Catarrh Remedy and Dr. Pierce’s Golden described in his publications by mail or at his office,
of the homestead of said deceased in said cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
broken,
1, the undersigned, bv reason thereof! claim
and
the
farm,
of
his
there,
sold
people
UPIIAM.
a
slice
Weyboss»-t Street, Providence, R. »,
Medical Discovery, both of whieh are sold by No. 4H» Spruce Street. above Fourth, Philadelphia,
ABIGAIL W. VICKERY.
a foreclosure.
ELLEN A. VOSF.
nlty.
satisfaction, and the speaker was frequently ap23
like the razor-strap man. have a few more left- druggists.
Belfast, Dec. 12,1871.
3w2;
570.
3m22
lsp
Winterport, Dec. It, T "1,
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splendid variety
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Clothes

Dryers.

public patronage. FIELD & MATHEWS.

11 Piieilil Row

Hew Year’s Goods.
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NOTICE
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Shoes,
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Valuable Medicine!

B.

F.

WELLS.

HAY FORD BLOCK,

Geese Eeathers.

FIELD & MATHEWS,

11 Plieiiii Row.

j

WILL

Dodge’s Restaurant

Church Street,

MOSES

1

Royal

tortion

plauded.

Lottery

Belfast, Me.

The

Legend

••Iladst thou
That is what

the

battles.

Beautiful.

I must have
Vision said.

stayed

Napoleon used t® say, the best
army is the one that can fight ten mmutes
longer. The man who succeeds in great
cities is he who can, upon occasion, do
two days’ work in one, as he could, it' required, walk 30 miles without great fatigue
or soreness,
though 15 is good “constitutional.” If a man can walk 15 miles, a
woman should be able to walk
10; if he
can lift 300 pounds, she
ought to lift 200,
for the average strength ol women to
man’s is as two to three.
As to mental activity, the prevalent
idea that it corrodes health is entirely
erroneous.
On the contrary, it is promotive ol physical vigor and longevity.

fled!”

chamber all alone,

In his

Kneeling on the floor of stone,
Prayed the Monk in deep contrition
1

his sins

or

of indecision,

1'rayed for greater self-denial,
In temptation and in trial;
It was noonday by the dial,
\nd the Monk

was

all alone.

Suddenly, as if it lightened,
An unwonted splendor brightened,

\!1 within him and without him
In that narrow cell of stone;
\nd he saw the Blessed Vision
< »f jur
Lord, with light Elysian
I ike a vesture wrapped around him.
Like a garment round him thrown.

Not

as

erucitied and slain,

N >t m agonies of pain.
Not with bleeding bands and feet,
l>id tin* Monk his Master see;
But us the village street.
In the house or harvest-lield.
Halt and lame and blind he healed,
When hu walked in Galilee.
an attitude imploring,
Hands upon his bosom crossed.
Wondering, worshiping, adoring,
Knelt the Monk in rapture lost.
K n d, he thought, in heaven that
reiguest,
Who am I, that thus thou deignest
To reveal thyself to me?
Who !U11 jf that from the center
< >f
thy glory thou shouldst enter
I hi* poor cell, my guest to be?
Then amid his exaltation,
Loud the convent bell appalling,

In

belfry calling, calling,
Lang through court and corridor.

Prom its

With persistent iteration
had never heard before.

lie

1 r was now the appointed hour
When alike, in sunshine or shower,
Winter's cold or summer’s heat,
To the convent portals came
All the blind and halt and lame,
All the beggars of the street,
For their daily dole of food
Pealt them by the brotherhood;
-And their almoner was he
Who upon his bended knee,
Kapt in silent ecstasy
< >t divmest self-surrender,
Saw the Vision ancl the Splendor.

voice within his breast

riicr

Whispered audible and clear,

the outward car:
1
thy duty; that is best;
Leave unto thy Lord the re-t!
to

if

••

straightway to his feet
And with longing look
>n the

-lowly
''lowly

he started,
intent

Blessed Vision bent,

from his cell departed
on his errand went.

At the

gate the poor were waiting,
Looking through the iron grating,
W ith that terror in the eye
That i- only seen in those
Who amid their wants and woes
Hear tin* sound of doors that close
And of feet that pass them l>5r ;
<»rown familiar with disfavor,
i*vown familiar with the savor
<'t the bread by which men die!
But to-day they know not why.
Like tic gate of Paradise
•'ceile d the convent gate to rise.
Like a sacrament divine
Seemed to them the bread and w»ne.
In hi* heart the Monk was praying,
Thinking of the homeless poor,
What they sutler and endure;
What we see not, what we see;
And the inward v-.jee wa* saying:
••Whatsoever thing thou doest
To the least of mine and lowest
That thou doest unto me!*’

CHICAGO ™" DESTRUCTION

floor and wall and ceiling.

But he paused with awe-struck feeling
At the threshold of his door,
T'orthe Vision still was standing
As ho left it there before,
V hen tin* convent hell appalling,
From it* belfry calling, calling,
Summoned him to feed the poor.

Through

the

long

hour intervening
return,

It had waited hi*
Ami he felt his bosom burn,
»
oinpreheiidiiig all the meaning,
When the Blessed Vision said,
•Hadst thou stayed, I must have

Henry

W.

AGcN fS WANT' S. lUaml*1

fled!"

Lon “fellow,in the Atlantic Monthly.

Constitutional

Vigor.

The successful men of this

generation

j

Specimen copies

A man in Harrisburg recently attemptare, as a rule, big-boned, broad-chested, i
and tough. With the exception of pro- ! ed to commit suicide by taking a grain of
The skill of his physician
fessional oarsmen and boxers, a leading ! strychnine.
physician ot this city remarks he never having saved his life, he narrates his exsees so line a collection of
perience ior the benefit of science. He
when lie

closing

day

digesti-

ble and not very hearty, and the mental
The Queen's Lover.
exercise previous to sleep should not be
A very eccenffic and famous man died
exhausting. Clothing should be ample
and suited to the weather.
William in a hovel in the St. Giles quarter, in Lonthe
Prescott,
historian, added so many don, the other day. Thirty years ago lie
ounces of woolen to his clothing for every was one of the most celebrated men in
degree that the mercury in the thermome- England. He was a chimney-sweep, and
He was so nice about it that he ho, like Fechler in the play, “loved the
ter fell.
had every garment weighed, and could Queen.” He became so infatuated after
tell at any time just how many pounds of the then young and fascinating royal lady
clothing "he had on. Physicians wear that he climbed down the chimney of St.
heavier flannel and more of it than any James Palace a number of times, but esother class in the community.
caped when chased, save on one occasion,
Food should lie nutritious, digestible, when lie was about to enter the Queen’s
and abundant.
Large workers, either apartments, and shut into Tuthi 11-street
with muscles or brains, are large feeders. prison. As soon as his time was up he
If a man works with his body he must eat tried repeatedly again to see the Queen,
food that supplies waste of tissue. The and the police took the matter in hand.
brain-worker must eat such as repairs the He was arrested, taken into Gravesend,
embarked on board the Diamond, and
nervous wastes.
Exercise is no less important than the sent to Australia. He lived for many
other particulars. Of all mode of exer- years at Sidney, but lie was allowed to
cise walking is most commended by mas- return to England about five years ago,
ters of physical training. It is better than
always desperately enamored of the
were spent
rowing or fisticuffs. Young men no not Queen. His remaining years
need their arms and shoulders braided in miserable poverty. A fortnight since a
London that
over with muscles as tough as whip-cord ; rumor was one day started in
He heard it
this will not give them endurance. He Queen Victoria was dead.
will be the victor in the contest who can just as he was retiring to rest, uttered a
The unfortuwalk 18 or 20 miles any day with but groan and died instantly.
Hardihood settles many nate being’s name was Edward Jones.

slight fatigue.

WOOD, Newburgh,

N.

THAT

I
|

Oil. L. Ol X’A
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Knrficott Street, Bouton, Mann,

MULTITDDE! New York University Medicines
The Greate«t Muci-e** of the

BRANCH OFFICE,

Havana

$33(. .000 in gold drawn every seventeen days. Prizes
cashed and information furnished by (iF.OR(iL
UPHAM. Weybosset Street, Providence, It. I.

&/. OC
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Hen IIrun*wick.

Geo, W. Burkett

Would invito public attention to the tact
that his stock lias been enlarged and bis
prices marked down to a very small mar-

gin

|

of

profit in order to make this stock
the largest, best and cheapest.
Having
formed a co-partnership and the already
largo stock is to be doubled and the firm
known hereafter

to

as

G. W. BurkettS, Co

(/'ertlflcateii

in Belfast

no

be had at any store
matter how low the price.

they

can

Five

$000,000 worth of

away

Adat his
S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or
otliee, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will receive a
book free. See page 12, a report of the late Dr. <L
W. Caki.ton—- twenty-four ditto rent Medical Baths,
N. B.—A good chance lor a Medical student. Apply
to

Linen

Scrofula, and
Dropsy,Send
cured.
address with

nereal faint actually
C1fHf.MF.fIB*
Dr. Lane, White
stamp
to

reinedis.

AVOID

uv AC 14M.

v e-

Church, Kan.,

CLARK'S

Machine Thread
at

7 ets.

CHILDREN'S.

Balmoral Hose
best

The

stoek

in

the

city

reduced

at

prices.

Kid Gloves
Fact

reading

worth

and

remembering,
that we sell nice kids for *7 ets. per pair.
Also. 2 button kids, every pair warranted

mi

y<] v't

stores at

Sold

pair.

per

in

Belfast

8l.oO.

FANCY GOODS
and

prices
department recently enlarged,
in all kinds of Fancy Goods marked down.
We guarantee goods in this department
cheaper than ever.

WOOLEN

HOSE

pair.

2”» ets. per

-•> cts.

per gross.

L I N E N

TOWELS
10 cts. each.

ALL WOOL

FLANNELS
'd;;"F
50

*■'.

:l

|i"f vi.r.i.

P

Former priee

cts.

s H A W L S

Indian

large variety

a

f

cheap prices.

at

AN EXAMINATION OF OUR

cretion, causing nervous
decay, etc., having tried in vain very advertised
remedy, has discovered a simple means ol seh-oure,
<

which he will send to his lcllow-Butferers.
J. II. KEKVES. 73 Nassau St.. N. Y.

YEARS’

THIRTY
IN

THE

Address

earnestly solicited from the fact that
new goods have just arrived, and prices

marked down

OK

Chronic -mhI Sexual Diseases.
A PlIVSIOIiOOlCAL \IEW OF MARRIAGE.

on

the old stock.

MILLINERY
Slill continues to attract the attention of

The cheapest book ever published—containing the Public.
Those in want of these goods
nearly three hundred pages, and due hundred and
thirty tine plates and engravings of tIt** anatomy of cati save money by getting them here.
the human organs in a state of health and disease, i
Fresh goods received by every steamwith a treatise on early errors, its deplorable conse. j
quences upon the mind and body, with the author’s :
plan of treatment—the only rational and successful
mode of cure, as shown by a report of c isch treated,
~-

the married and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts of their
physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address, on receipt of twenty-live cents in stamps or
postal currency, by addressing Du. LA CROIX, No.
31 Maiden Lane, Albany, N. Y. The author may be
consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his
book treats, either personally or by mail, and medicine.: sent to any part ot the world.
A truthful adviser

to

for .$1.00, former

and

now

in

all the

new

New Styles as they come into Market.
Mil}*! HOWE Ilk our former Milliner recently from Boston, will take charge of the Trimming Department. Please call and see cur extensive
stock before purchasing, as all goods will be sold as
cheap as the cheapest, and perfect satisfaction given.
lOwlfl

MISS A.

quality.

at 14 cts. per yard.

10 cts. per

yard.

.Beaver Mohairs

WELLS.

AGENTS

WANTED!
To sell the ?Vatfonal
Linen Marker and
Card Printer. Terms
I sent free, or out-fit, including Marker with name, sent
for $1.00. Address Rockland
| HAND STAMP CO„
Rockland, Me.
3m23*

PRINTS-

Cotton Flannels

at reduced
1000

prices.

GKEISTT’S

Furnishing

Goods

Nice Shirts and Drawers at 87 «!s.

Form-

price $1.25.

er

OIL CARPETS,
Hemp Carpets,

Straw

Matting, Feathers,

&e., at Burkett’s.

Caiew

hr

South Paris. Feb. J. 1871.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir -The medicine I got at
your p/ace, Jan. ‘-.’d, has done wonders for me," li is
all you recommend it to be.
lou may make any use of the above you think
Yours truly,
SETII MORSE.
proper.
The above case has been treated for the pa-t four
years by different physicians for cancer.

goods

the

secure

at low rates.

Beliast

JvKPOSlT.S

tt-l'r

JV

United States

QUACKS,

had the Catarrh so bad lor seven years, that my
head became confused and painful. 1 was obliged to
get up several times In the night to keep from choking. 1 employed some of the best physicians in the
country without benefit. I was perfectly cured with
the University Medicines in three weeks’.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St., Portland,
Contractor ou the Portland tit Odgensburg Railroad,
Feb.18, 1870.
Sluce giving the abeve certificate, I have been perfectly Ire' iruin Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed to wet ami colds.
A. M. MORGAN.
June 10, 1870.
I have been afflicted
twenty years with Chronic
I have spent hundreds ot dollars lor
Rheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, 1
commenced taking the University Medicines, and 1
can truly say, it has been more benefit to me than all
other treatment I ever received. My place ot busiI shall bo pleased to answer
ness is 137 Pearl street.
JOHN TURNER.
all enquiries.
for

year ago, 1 wiis so badly affected with
Kidney Disease aud general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. I took a few bottles
of University Medicine, and have been well up to
CIIAS. E. DUTTON,
the present time.
Store No. 312 Congress St., Portland.
a

1 was afflicted with Sciatica for three months most
of the time so badly that I could not pull of" or put
on my boots aud stockings, und in order to pick up
anything from the tloor, 1 had to get down on my
knees, and then could not lift five pounds in that
position. By Using the University Medicines I was
cured.
O. O. NEW HALL,
Firm Gosse, Newhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts., opposite Marble P. O.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1870.
For three years I was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
I was perfectly cured with the University Medicines in six weeks. For the past two months I have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cupe Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.
For fifty years I huve been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a tearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
the aukla-jolnt nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition I commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a lew days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and I feel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
I guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and I will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

Call and
will make

and

prices pleasant

to

one

GEO. W.

BURKETT,

we

R.

MOODY, Agent for Belfast.

and all.

Hayford Block, Olinrcli St., Belfast, Me.

22,

Real

Estatejor Sale.

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
for sale, the house and lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of the late Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
sontains about 27.000 feet or land with a large two
Rory house and other buildings situated thereon,
ind will be sold low if applied lor soon. For terms,
sail on the subscriber.
J. M. BEVERAGE.
tf8
Thomaston, Aug. 24,1871.
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©Dr. WALKER’S CALIFORN

Hotel,

Cop. FULTON AND WATER STS.
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STEAM-MILL CO.,
MANUFACTURERS
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Through the ignorance oi the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, lie relies upon Meiu rm
und gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, Ac.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, Ac., both
relyina upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
ii is trumpeted in various ways throughout the land
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger
ami sutler for months or years, until relieved or
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.

? j
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Proprietors.

!

.1 of all impurities, and
eU-..n.-iug the h!
t > tin- whole system.
life and vg
FOR Sli IN DISEASES, Eruptions,'Tetter, Sait
Rheum. Blotches. SpoU. Pimples, Pustules dolls. Carbaneles. Ring-Worms, Bcald-Ilcad,Sore Eyes, Erysip
el a-. It,-:,. Scurf-, Dmc dorat: is <*f the Skin, Humors
f the-kin, of what-ver name ornaturand Dir.iu-s
arc literally dug up and carried out oftho system lu a
short time By tb" •x--1
Bitters. Ono bottle tu
c.
m
t
a incredulous of their
such cast-.- ,:!!

efficacy

i:x

imparting

ANI> DEALERS IN

CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE !
*J*M UAL at Boston Market l’rices, and delivered
Shippers at the wharves, without CXTIt
CHAItCiE.
All orders promptly attended to.
<*EO. 71410. A{f«Mit.
lyr.'t
July IS, 1871.
ROCKLAND. ME.
to
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Vi'int- d iv.iod whenever you find lu
Cl*'-ansa ti.
impurities bur-ting through the skin in Pimples.Erupclear.
•••hen y." Audit obstructed
S-'i
ti nand sluggish in the veins; clea::--s it when It is fou
and your feelings v.-i'l t 'll y u when. Keep the blood
,o
cure at, 1 the he.Vtli of
y-’em will follow.
WOK HS, lurking in tM
IMS, T \i‘l
are etfoctually destroy
v: ui.bv.sU ;..f
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mland
directions, read carefully
the circular nr'un ! ■neh horde, printed In four lau
gauges—English, ii r: an, Freach and Spanish.
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Boston &c- Lowell.

On

-oDll. DOW, Physician and .Surgeon, No. 7 Kndi*
colt street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases
incident to the female system. Piolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Aibus,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So Invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience In
the cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treat-

and alter

Tuesday, !>«■•.
NTE t

(’apt. If. S. ItH'II

|

Ms!

i.'

The above House is now opened tor th«
accommodation ot the travelling pufdi<
The subscriber hopes by strict atteuiion
d
to the wants of his guests to receiv■ a tiif! -h ir.
their patronage.
J. P, HIIOW.1. Pio|Mielnr,
Nov. 6, 1871.

in

Currency,

klat^on JLi* erpool A Loudomlern

Cabin Return Tickets:

First Cabin:

$03 anil $73 according $130, securing best accommodations.
to Location.
$33; Steerage,.$‘2S.
Intermediate,
sending tor their friends in the Old Country can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For tur
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BRO'S., 7
Bowling Green,N. V.,or COX & FIELD, Insurance
;tml4*
Agents, Belfast, Maine.
Parties

G-erman

Liniment!

The

Insects, Reptiles

or

Dogs.

The above medicine ia compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vital
fluids.
The above medicine has been put to the severest
test sever met with, and has proved to be more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use It.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Cburcb
4t., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be adJreesed and will receive prompt attention.
4tf

’"'li.

with tr.ii

institute!

TEMPLE PLACE. BOSTON. MASS.

in establishing this Institution
attain the greatest perfection in the
preparation, practice and U30 of Vegetable
Remedies, and to secure a permanent place
where Fum'die luMilids oi utiy person coul t
obtain the best me.lie: I advice, and such remedies as each might )< .jiiiro, without the usm
of poisonous dntgy
in
f the lnsti
1 >i Greeno has b. en Pliysi
tute since its foui.-latinn, n..\v more than
id w men have had s
twenty-five years.
large experience iu the treatment of chrome
diseases. l)r. Gn em- Is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his life to this branch of !
profession, and his success, we believe is with
The

COWLES’S PATENT

Treadle Power!;
Adapted

t<>

nil kinds <<f Sen-in

f

M

im-.s

of Machines for family up- •(
are invited to ca'I and
It saves one halt
the labor. It ennnot turn the wrong way. It 1ms
li
no dead centres, and can be stopped instantly,
places the machine under the perfect control ot the
The
of
feet
alone.
bv
the
use
the
injurious
operator
effects resulting from the constant use ot the sew itig
Machines are entirely obviated by the use of this
TREADLE LOWER. It can be seen in operation
on all kinds of machines at our Salesroom.
in

want

■

1>EIiSONS
manufacturing purposes,
invention.
this
labor-saving

see

object

Mo.

4V1

At

.tailing loo

»

out

w
disced
chhe gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, bronchitis, Consumption, ilea,
Disease
Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness.

pecial

Street.

next door to .Iordan, Marsh ft Co.’s.
12wlS
wanted.
HILL, HOLMES &

parallel.

Among the

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dys
Liver Complaint, F.-malo ComplaintFaint Stomach. Erysipelas. White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney lbs
eases. Seminal Weakness, &e.
l»r Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descrip

Agent00.

pepsia,

diseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address. R. GREENE, M. D.,
iil Temple Place, 13oaton Mas*
tive of

MACHINES.
-o-

greatest internal and external Remedy ever used for the Cure ot Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains.
Frost Bites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns ana
Scalds. Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera- and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhcea, Dysentery, also inflammation o 1 the Kidneys,Liver Complaints and Palpitation ot the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot

:i

Iflaaian

:
!

S E W I N G
MASON’S

I

K

waste

STEAMERS

Passage Rates, Payable
To

I

wncTfusi

Sail.evert/ Wednesday it- Saturday, to it /rum
Olawgon.

»

is
IV.on Bangor
A. M
I h- N a I i n '-.ftvNi- n I. mville and l'ttmbvriaii.1
will then be open gp, mg p i*s. tigers for Portland an
opportunity t. go either tv,tv tv it hunt change ol car
l-.hH IN NOV I s Sup't.
I I MU! N. Aist. Sup
Nov.'.!'!.
I,. I

*'

STATION.

BURNHAM

a.-*

••

Rouse I

Road

Rail

;

IV
M »\ K M li 1 K Mt ft
A ,\ 1» A l- I K it
for Po tlan I
sen
I'rainH will
iv»> Helf
road at S A« U
iml
Burnham with
t*. M
itg
Mixed 1 n ti at
IV-■ ngI'n-.lu for
M'X» d Trriit for W
:t
in!
Sfm
Biingtt
in It -I from Boston, Port
Train- will !'■• 'li.i
,i
M
liaie t 7
j*
lan.i -.it

Kit

M

Will make but one trip per week during
<•’*■! **'L.
ii
Leaving Belfast every Tuesday,
in
Returning, will leave Boston ever1,
'ivki
<;ko.
m.
r.
o’clock,
Belfast, Dec. 4, 1871.

___|

land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favorite line are built ex
pressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in < very respect with all the moderu Improvements calculated to Insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.

both
tf ij

Ft.

Ft.

ON

tie

K ATAIIDI \

ment.

to

tor

A R BA NGKMEN T

W 1 N T K R

ARRANGEMENTS.

Suppression,

Londonderry

th> Sittings
baud.

v>‘

h

Me» York and

4't’

Morisoti’.HARDWARE STORE,
Belfast, Me

SANFOR1 )S

To Females in Delicate Health.

at

BILE

BOB!

tin

WINTER

Calling

i;

EMENCUIWM

4 I T ■ v> \

LINE

ANL» L>l.ALKitrt

MACHINES!

tf25

ANCHOR

i‘i*l

SEWING

—

Hoard. Clapboard, and Knee Planing, Sawing
Job Work of all kinds done with dispati h.

l'OOR,

Dr. Dow, since 184a, having confined his whole attention to an office practice lor the cure ui Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain on* dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from > A. M. toy P. M.
Boston, July U5, 1871.
Iyr3

>

FinUliing tlouiiliugi.

-ALSO

BELFAST, Maine.
<

<-

lilazed Windows i Dealers in all Lind- of hH'-M
LUMBER !

CORONER!
j

I.

BLINDS, SHUTTERS,
FRAMES, &C..

SASH,

DOORS,

III1LVP4 RUElTlATir PILLN,

!

ill!

& tJO

Francisco,
Sfr.M't, New York.
San

\gcto*.

i;

Justly celebrated tor the cure of Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Gout and Sick Headache. Also Hill's
Pile Ointment, equally reliable tor the cure ot Piles.
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and Richard 11.
Moody >,t Belfast, and all other Druggists at the
small price ot 25 cts., per Box .Boxes tor ^ 1.00.
Sample Boxes sent tree by
‘.Un*
O. A. HIM. Proprietor, Portland, Me

}

t SJ

II. MrDON*ALl>

1’

r:

Manufacturers ot Hard and Soft

lyly

-JOHN

H,

&•

11 E W S

1ST A 'l1

liable Physicians, aud its astonishing curative powers attested by thousands who have used 11.
It is a sure, quick remedy for al! diseases d th
Urinary organs existing in mule or lemale, '- r
tion or Inflammation of Kidneys or BladdeiDiabetes, Reddish pediment in Urine. Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence of Urine,
Chrome Catarrh ot Bladder, and all Chronic Mala
dies ot tin. Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale bv all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

For twenty-five years I have suffered with Scrofula
aud Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.
Have paid out hundreds of dollars, and been treated by several firstclass physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, I commenced using the Univ rsity Medicines.
At the time my forehead aud head were covered with
sores and scalluess of the skin; also my tongue was
covered With small ulcers. I am to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the afflicted.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. 24, 1870.

I

penny earned.'’

a

mad-' oil or before the 1st of auy
*
month, wii! be placed upon interest ever/
mil N
ember and interee
month, ex ej M
*!: same in June and December.
Ai»o: computed upon
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Hoom.
fromy io ! A. M., nini
t-'11'. M Saturdays from
9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN 11. t/UlMli V, Trt'HM. As A 1 AUSCK, Prest
til
Belfast, .Inly lit, l*7o.

hand.

on

DEPOSIT.

1IMK TO

penny saved is

A

Bank

Savings

IS Til P

NOW

1

18/0.

your Fall

goods,

examine our
Best in the world. Ask your Jeweller to see them.
For Sale by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
OILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane, New York.

1\ rheow

1

This may certify that I had been suffering with
the ‘•Rheuina’.lsn:,” for five mouths, und at tfiat time
it seized my right hip and leg down to the loot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” 1 tried many
kinds ot highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood. Still 1 got no reltef for seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers ns we have in our city. Finally 1 called at the New York University Branch, and the
proprietor sail he could help ine. So I commenced
on his medicine, aud in four weeks I thought I lelt
relief, and in eight weeks 1 wus able to leave my
caue at home, and have been well up to this time,
David KKAZER.
three month* have passed.

As certain individuals have reported that the above
certificate is false and my disease as bad as ever, I
wish to say, at the time 1 gave the above certificate,
the story was not half told. In addition to the above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I am now
well and feel at least twenty years younger than 1
did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the afilioted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry of humbug. It
cured me, it has cured man) others. I believe the
extract of cancer plant will cure any blood disease
in existence.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, June, 1870.

POTTER, General Agents,

H

auliington Street,
AUSTIN, l'ropr.
BOSTON, MASS.

MILTON

Near Fulton Kerry, NKW YORK.
who know but little of the nature and character of
»
This well known and favorite Hotel tins recently
Special Diseases, and lo>a to their cure. Some exhibit iorged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,
been renovated, remodeled and furnished n<-w and
which never existed in any part of the world; oth
elegantly throughout, it 1* kept on tie
ers exhibit
Diplomas ol the Dead, how obtained, j plau, aud hum ample accomodation for ton Kuropean
uudn
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
guests.
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to furThe location Is more accessible to all part* of N rw
ther their imposition assume names of the celebratYork and Brooklyn than any other house in the
ed physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel
every
three minutes besides various lines of street car-*,
QUAC K N OST It U M- M A K ERS,
one of which intersects every other rout, in New
through false certificates and references,and recom- Y ork.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Kerry, makes
mendations of tin ir medicines by the dead, who
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the -City ot
cannot expose or contradict them
or who, besides,
Churches,” as from this Kerry diverge all the printo further their impositions, copy from medical
hooks, much that is written of the qualities ami ef- cipal railroad routes In the city ot Brooklyn.
fects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY,
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, Ac,,
l.yr:n
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything.”
kill more than Is cured,' and
but, no\v known to
ill
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
(n

Letter.

One bottle of vour extract of
I>k. St.m-i.i.j:
Cancer Plant cured my little boy of Scrofula of 17.
months standing. If I should write all day I could
not give a lull idea of his sufferings. We employed
five physicians without relief.
His sores are all
healed and he appears perfectly well. We think it
is a wonderful cure. Several of our friends are inking the medicine with good success.
Mrs. WM. J. LEWIS.
Old Town. S ?pt. 17, 1870,

parties.

fyNow is the time to
and Winter

HwlS

Treated

&

W. T. COlBURN.

be not robbed and add to your sufferings In being
deceived by die lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

I have been troubled with Scrofula all my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head ior seven years, and have
consulted good physicians lrom Maine to New York
without any benefit whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the cancer plant, end one and one-half of
the Neuralgia Eli xir, and a little of some other kinds,
and I now ieel better than I ever was before in iny
life. I cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that 1 feel
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
can say
I never felt so young to my knowledge in
my life,
Mrs. A. O. W. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

3ml2

fl. 8.WATCH CO. (Giles, Wales ft Co.)

Findings constantly

Belfast, April dt>, 1»71,

UNFORTUNATE,

FOREIGN AND NATIVE

alveole ot tin-

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling
Bags.

Dll. DIX’S
Dkar Mrs. Flood:—I think it my
duty to ad |
dress you with a lew lines stating my cure with your ; charges are very moderate. Communications saand
a;i may rely on him with
confidential,
credly
wonderful catarrh specific.
1 have been afflicted
the* strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
with catarrh ever sine a child and have spent a great
be
the
disease,
condition
or situation oi
anyone,
deal ot money amoiq our first doctors, ami have
tried everything I heard ot without obtaining any married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
relief. I am cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
the
United
States.
1 am willing to answer all enquiries.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolMrs. U. A. BUTTERFIELD, Waterville, Me.
lar to insure an answer.
Address Dr. U. Dix, No. '-’I Endieott Street. BosFor live years I hive suffered \v;.i catarrh, a bad
ton, Mass,
consumptive cough and pain in my leit side. I had
Boston, Jan. 1, lisn—1 yr.
employed several physicians and have paid them
over $150 without the least benefit.
I have used $»'•
worth ot the University Medicines, and am relieved
U < ) a K L A. N D
from the above troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Coin'l St.. Portland, Me.

About

price $1.25.

POTOD
at 37 cts.—first

stock,
RECEIVED,
JUST
styles of Ladies’ Hats, Ribbons, Velvets and
Flowers. And will receive by every boat all the

Skirts

Balmoral

1ST E

Winter Millinery.

AFFLICTED AND

WEEKS

stand,

High Street,
and

observation.

of Curo*.

is

EXPERIENCE

TREATMENT

uli kind ot

DR. DIX

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases,
because of bis acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and

Some three months ago I was persuaded by my
wile to take the University Medicines. My health
and mind was so badly affected that my friends became alarmed (or my safety.
In a week after comRUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
mencing to take the M .micine, 1 felt great relief. L
him now as well as any other man. My wife lias been
Notwithstanding the foregoing tacts are known to
lor a long time afflicted with disease that has baffled
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, rethe skill of our be.^t physicians; some ot which pro- I
gardless ot the life and health of others, there are
nounced her case incurable. Under treatment oi the those
among them who even perjure
University Medicines, her health lias greatly im- contradicting giving mercury to their themselves,
patients, or
proved. Any one doubting, will please cal! at'No. f. that it is contained in their nostrums, so tint the
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand Trunk
usual lee" may be obtained for professedly curing,
GEORGE
KINGSBURY.
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtainDepot.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1871.
ed for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
To the Agent of University Medicines at Waterville.

Portland, Aug. 2d,

early iudisdebility, premature

A victim

large cities,

or

<

j

soon.

CIO A.

the State.,#*

1 have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt Rheum
all my life. I have bee» under treatment ot eleven
(niisa called) physicians, and all the time grow worse.
No tongue can tell what niv sufferings were, with
catarrh, diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my sex, Though young, I felt
t iat life was it burden to me. In this dreadlul condition, through the advice of a friend, I called on
the proprietor of the New York University Medicines. lie told me my case was-doubtful, but would
do the best he could; 1 commenced taking his medicines April 17th, and am free from the above
troubles.
Mrs. HENRY JONES,
July 10.1871.
Westbrook, Me.

BEST

sold less than

every town In

|>u every cell

u:i

im:

eased organs.
I he weed from which thU I’,aim is made was discovered f?y a well 1st own pr<>h donnl
gentleman of
Boston, upon the prairies m the great v illey of the
Mississippi, through the instinct ol h- r-c- afflicted
with tic- heaves, and
therefore, strictly a gr*'at
Natural Remedy. He cured himself ot
consumption
pronounced incurable by the b. ~t physicians
j wiii-ii
j in Boston, and now, after fifteen years ot m arly Uuinterrupted health, confidently recommends it to th
When us-d in nimciion with the Prairie
I public.
Weed Balsam, i: ha- proved itself an unfailing reru
S edy for all con-mapt iv dilUcultks. Send lor (Jir
; cular.
PKKT:, *! ,<', Km I,l Dl.Ntr INHALER.

Sole & Upper Leather.
Calf Skins, Splits, Lasts,
Aud

TRAVELLERS.

To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and nn
tive quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

It has been about one and one-hatf years since the
University Medicines were introduced into this State.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty,
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of certificates
can be presented it
necessary, but if the following
are not sufficient to
satisfy the most sceptical, 10,000
additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH, (the mother of consumption,' Serof
ula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
of the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect success.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant
a
perfect cure to 95 cases out of every one hundred,
without cauterization or the least exposure.
Sl‘hKHAl’OHKHlF.A, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face of tiie Globe. How many bewail the loss ot precious vitality without having the
slightest idea of the cause, their mauhood 's daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state ot hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred Pises
of this malady within six months with the Culver
sity Medicines with perfect success.
Persona afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (free), wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessr ry remedies.
Address
PEL EH STAPLES,
250 Congress St., Port laud, Mr.

«►

F.xA MOIT1I ! Horse furnished.
penses paid. li. B. SIIAW Alfred, Me.

give
the sick and afflicted.
Medical Advice
WAITED,
call
dress Dr.

STRANGERS AND

...

the vapor

lungs,* nnd; evt ry bronchial tube, is reached; tie<
an led,
lung
ie healing qualities of t h.wi‘-d are brought i:
11: ct action upon the di*

where may be found a very large
well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about eyerv
variety and style in the Market. He invites his old
customers and all others in want of
anything in h.
SHOE line to give him a call before purchasing,
A good stock of

TWENTY YEARS
engaged In treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Propriijtors, &c., that he Is much recommended, and particularly to

S T A P L E S

FOIl IMIALAIIOX.
Tin: in.
| <)■ treating Diseases of the Langs,
Asthma, < uM.ih,
all tubercular affections, oy
Inbal.iiiou,
’^iiowledgt d success. By inhaling

170

No. 3 CITY BLOCK,

IS THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN

Agreni for the Stole of Maine ami

Age nts wanted in

The *ub3criber is still at the old

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

Congress Hall,

P E L E Gr

of Cuba.

Lottery

he

WEED

j

cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to Impose upon patients,) that

Age.

PRAIRIE

BALM,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers &e.

boldly asserts} (and it

25oToNGRESS ST., PORTLAND.

Under

BUTTONS

A Certain and Speedy Cure guaranteed.
Send for circulars and testimonials to I)U. M. HICKMAN CE, 403 Fulton Av„ Brooklyn, N. Y.

is so arranged that patients never see or hoar eacli
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his
officers
No. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
ollice,
DR. DIX

T H E

ASTHMA.

Royal

WILL SUIT THE

V.

j

Single Ladies.

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS ;
Mercurial A flections; Eruptions and all diseases ol
the Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ol the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth ami the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTliiSEXES, SINGLE OR.MARRIED.

LADIES

CNII

TO

Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and

!

THE LADIES.—The celebrated DR. L. oj \
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Mod
ical or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, M
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lint
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR.DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch o 1 the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, is now conceded by
all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known prae.ticioners fn the safe,
speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose ot removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from ;i morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now
fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully Invited to call at
IVo. 31 Endicott St., Uonioii,
All letters requiring advice must contain one. dollar to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan, 1 1X71—1 yr.

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

AiMrr-<

l\I)
4 »»I»ED 1IAVDN
FACE.
MO HE FI PM, &c,, cured at once by the use
of liegeman’s Camphor lee, with Olyeerine; keeps
the hands soft in the coldest weather. See you get
the genuine. Sold by all Druggists.

manly figures
looks over an assembly of
Take, for example, Henry

says:
In the course of five minutes I began
eminent men.
to
feel slight cramps in the calves of my
Ward
Beecher, Cornelius Vanderbilt.
The cramps increased in intensity
Horace Greeley, Alexander T. Stewart, legs.
William. Cullen Bryant, and a score more and extended to my feet and thighs, causI attempted
whom wo could mention; they are all ing the most intense pain.
men of abounding physical vitality.
The to rise from the chair, but fell to the floor
most eminent women of the age are as with convulsions in the lower extremiUnsuccessful attempts were made
able in body as they are in mind. Fannie ties.
Fen., wno has deligted the public these to bathe my feet in hot water, each effort
to raise me bringing on a violent parmany years, walks her ten miles every
day, and enjoys it. Anna Dickinson looks oxysm, in the last one ot which I thought
is
though a big washing would only my jaws had become unhinged. I was
tickb; her muscles. Grace Greenwood is now perfectly paralyzed from the hips
down, and suffering the most excruciating
a noble, forceful woman, not afraid of the
pains, which began to extend upwards;
most mettlesome horse that ever strained
the
muscles of the shoulders and neck
a
Miaftle-bit. Susan Anthony can outwork almost any man that is willing to soon being considerably convulsed, the
forearms
still being free from pain.
contest for the palm in endurance.
Mary
I now prepared for the final struggle,
Cletnmer Antes is a magnificent pattern
of Junonian womanhood. None of these which I knew must be near at hand, as I
characters acquired ei her their physical had become rigid from the neck down,
save the
forearm. The convulsions of
or mental-vigor by tight-lacing, pinching
their feet, eating chalk and slate-pencils, the muscles were becoming fearful, and
mincing over late suppers, hovering the torture awlul to endure. My hands
around a hot cast-iron stove, dawdling were drawn in to my sides, with the finover novels and coral patterns.
They do gers drawn apart, and slightly bowed,
not heat their brains by wrapping their and the jaws became rigid. I felt myback hair around five pounds of jute. By self raised as it by some mighty power,
no means.
They understand the laws of and fixed immovably, with only my leet
and head touching anything. I became
health and obey them.
It is a happy thing for us American unconscious of anything except my own
women that our modes are to come, not
agony, which was now beyond all defrom France, hut Germany. Large waists scription. I could feel my heart flutterare fashionable; high and nanow-heeled
ing, and my brain beating and throbbing
shoes are not in vogue. The exercise of with an irregular motion, as though at
reason is permitted in affairs of dress, and
every beat it would burst from its confinement. Every joint was locked, and
no doubt the average health of our women will therefore strike a higher figure
every drop of blood seemed stagnated. 1
remember thinking it could not be long
limn it nas ior a generation, since now it
is tlie fashion to be healthy. We are thus, when I must have lost consciousness.
aware that Ibis announcement will thrill
1 remember nothing more until 1 felt a
young ladies like an electric shock. Languid eyes will brighten and fragile figures sensation of relief, as tboughihe garments
grow erect with the question, “Iiow can of death, which had been drawn over me,
I plant roses on my cheek, add vigor to were now being drawn back. Those terrible cramps seemed to be all descending
my step, elasticity to my movements, and
towards my lower limbs. A feeling of
pump red blood into my veins ?”
The answer fo this question is not dif- relief stole over me, and I began to be
ficult. Due attention to five particulars again conscious. From that timo 1 rewill enable any one who is not diseased sumed consciousness, when I was entireThese partic- ly free from cramp, with the exception of
to lay up a fund of health.
ulars are sleep, clothing, exercise, food, a little in the feet. I had but one attack
of cramps afterwards, which was immemental activity.
Sleep should he from eight to nine diately relieved by a dose administered
hours, in a well-ventilated room, on a by my wife—the doctor having left for a
clean, comfortable bed, and should begin short time, and when he returned I felt
The that the poison was completely neutralnot later than 0 o’clock at night.
ized.
meal of the
should be
as

S. S.

tree.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L,
tll/U DIX if failing to cure in less time an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to ail weather, with sale and pleasant medcines,
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Thu- hi* conscience put the question.
IT;!’
troublesome suggestion.
A- at i* Hgth. with hurried pace.
Toward hi «11 lie turned his face,
And beheld the convent bright.
With a supernatural light,
Like a luminous cloud expanding
>vcr

A coriespondcnt of the Jewish Chronicle calls attention to the fact that the original of Shakspearc’s Shylock was a Christian, and not a Jew. lie quotes from the
1 ttii book of Gregorio Leti’s Biography of
Sixtus Y. in proof ol this. A Roman
merchant, named Sechi, heard that Admiral Francis Blake had conquered San Domingo, and communicated the news to a
Jewish merchant named Ceneda. The
latter was so confident in the falseness of
the news that, after repeated protestations, he said, “I bet a pound of my flesh
that the ffeport is untrue.” “And 1 lay a
Humboldt, Herschel, Franklin, Newton, thousand scudi against it.” rejoined the
Henry Brougham—men whose lives pass- Christian, who caused a bond to be drawn
ed in intense intellectual activity—lived up to the etl'eet that in ease the report
should prove untrue, then the Christian
to extreme
age, and this list can be extended to embrace nearly all the most merchant, Signor Paul M. Sechi, is bound
illustrious of ancients and moderns. Dr. to pay the Jewish merchant the sum of
Bay advances the opinion that, other 1000 scudi; and, on the other hand, if the
things being equal, patients recover from truth of this news be confirmed, the Christhe effects of disease in proportion as tian merchant, Signor Paul M. Sechi, is
lie justified and empowered (o cut with his
they are intellectually endowed.
own hands, with a well-sharpened knife,
reasons from the anologies ol
physiology a
that the greater the mental energies the
pound of the Jew’s fair flesh, of that
of the body it might please him.
stronger would be its recuperative powers. part
proved true, the Christian
Many letters come to this department When the news
from young men and young women insisted on his bond; but the governor,
who aim at success in life and yearn lor having got wind of the affair, reported it
real contests; while yet obscure they to the Pope, who condemned both Jew
wish to know what they can do to rise and Christian to the galleys, from w'hich
above mediocrity,
l.et them lay up a they could only be ransomed by paying a
tend of health.
Let them establish physi- fine of 2000 Scudi to the hospital of Sixcal habits that will keep the shoulder tine Bridge.
square and the cheek ruddy through the
Aew Story About Dean Richmond.
Fine health
years of strain and struggle.
is just as much a talent as a lively appre- Some one was telling me, the other day,
hension or a retentive memory. There a new story about the late Doan Richmond,
who was known far and wide for his proare some talents which cannot lie
strengthRichened but by actual use; but in via viler, fanity and gruffness of manner.
that is, in constitutional vigor, it is possi- mond was here at the time, and my inble tor her who has live talents to make of formant. who was then a boy working in
them five talents more, and for him who a printing-office/ wished to get a pass
is blessed with ten to make ot them yet over the Central Railroad. With this
purpose in view lie entered the office
other ten.
[New York Tribune.
where the magnate was, tearing that he
would be rudely rebuffed when he made
How He Was Fooled.
his mission known.
After a moment's
From the Red Wing Argu*, Nov. ls.j
hesitation he said, falteringly:
There dwelt hereabouts, until a few
“Mr. Richmond, I believe ?”
weeks ago, a bright-eyed young Miss,
“Yes; what do you want of me P”
whose rounded proportions, fair face,
“I should like; sir, to get a pass from
bright eyes and glossy hair attracted first Albany to Buffalo, as I can go up on the
the attention and then the admiration of a boat for
nothing.”
middle-aged man hailing from Winona
“On what grounds do you ask for a
or its
neighborhood. The man, said to pass?” (This with a rising and very
be well-to-do in the matter ot money and
rough voice.)
lands, on his travels this way has endeav“On the grounds, sir, that I don’t want
ored to add to his wealth or pay his way to
pay my fare.”
by selling maps, and as a map peddler
Richmond, without another word, wrote
be
remembered
some
of
our
readmay
by
out a pass and handed it to the applicant.
ers.
Through frequent meeting with the
The boy took it, saying, “Thank you;
woman
his
admiration
for
her
young
thank you, Mr. Richmond.”
into
a
which
was
manifestgrew
passion,
“Yon needn't thank me, youngster.
ed by presents of jewelry, shawls and I’m d -d
glad to accommodate you. You
dresses. Unbeknown to her middle-aged are the first
person I've ever known, by
adorer, the young woman had another G—d, to ask for a pass on the right
and younger admirer, and to this younggrounds
er one site was
recently married. Last
week the elder lover came to the home
A Danbury (Conn.) man put his daughtof the bride’s parents in an
adjoining er into the cars and passed round to her
town, to remain for the night as had window for a
parting look at her. While
been the custom, and then learned that
he was passing out the daughter left the
his wooing was in vain, and his presents
seat to speak to a friend, and at tin* same
were a lost investment.
Straightway he time a prim looking lady who occupied
asked an interview with the bride, which
j
the seat with her moved up to the window
was granted, and, in
rage, he demanded I Unaware of the important change inside,
if her the return of his presents,
especial- our venerable iriend hastily put his face
ly ol a dress she had received from him
to the window and hurriedly exclaimed,
since her marriage.
She hesitated about uj)
In another
“One more kiss, sWeet pet.”
the
giving up
presents—some of them instant the
of a blue cotton umbrella
point
were
or
!
pretty, handsome,
becoming, and
his seductive lip-:, followed by tin
she did not like to part with them, while caught
others were worn out or otherwise dis- passionate injunction, “Scat, you grayheaded wretch!” and he scattered.
posed of. High words ensued : in his an1
" — ’-o
..
ger the lover that was, called the ladv of
his heart, that was, by quite
unprettv
names.
Here the husband broke into the
room, ordered the unlucky lover out ol
lie* house, and backed his order
by musWanted.-\ger.ts make more moncular demonstrations. On his backward
ey at work lor u- than at anything else. Busiway to the door, the lover saw and secur- ness light and permanent. Particular* tree. <, >tined an axe-helve.
With this weapon he s<>: Sl C«>.. I'ine Art Publishers, Portland, Maine.
turned upon the young husband and 1
struck him upon the head and shoulders,
j
inflicting several severe bruises. Thereupon the husband drew a revolver, and,
A lull and
history of Chicago, her past,
firing four times, succeeded in sending a present and fcomplete
uture.
With graphic sc nes, incidents
bullet into the lover's shoulder,
by (leo. P. Upton
breaking and full details ol the disaster,
his shoulder blade, we have heard, but and.J, W. Shenhan, editors of the Chicago tribune.
With over 4-00 pages, and .40 11lti*tration*.
cannot verify, for the surgeon of our city,
It is now ready for delivery.
called to dress the wound, and while
o.0,“r.
in
the
brief robes ot night, at his
standing
ritory. Union Publishing L o., Chicago, 111..«.r Philopen door, was sworn to secrecy upon an adelphia, Pa.
icicle, betore the ease was given into his I
M4CIAZIIE
charge—and well he kept his fearful oath. UtUOiT$EUOI<ll
vi is ottered free during the turning year :
v*
Except what we have related, all we ! to every subscriber of .Merry’s Museum, the Toh-do
know about the affair is that the elderly B1a.1e, i’linn'rev’s I)einocrat.» to.._
gentleman from Winona, or elsewhere, I which is an evidence ut it*. wortu and popularity. :
who falls in love with a young girl at j Hora
d-reeley, .l imes PaTtoii. Th' <»d,.r.- Piit«m.
Red Wing, or elsewhere, il he gives
j ^!H7TTamd7mi. etc., write t >r every number.
dresses and ornaments, is in danger of
dressing and ornamenting some young ! In ciubbmg, it oilers three first-class periodicals j
tellow’s bride.
for the price of one of them. A variety ol premiums
on equally, liberal terms, it D an original, first-class j
magazine'. Volume X begins with Jan. To. Three ;
A Suicide's Sensations.

|lch) 'Jbbcrtisrmcnts.

Fnto me! but had the Vision
to him in beggar’s clothing,
« aim- a mendicant
imploring,
Would In* then have knelt adoring,
< >r have listend with
derision,
And have turned away with loathing?
< one

<

Original Shylock.

1

lb-op distress and hesitation
Mingled with his adoration;
Should he go or should he stay?
should he leave the poor to wait
Hungry at the convent gate,
Ti thi Vision passed away?
sh- uld lie slight his heavenly guest,
flight tins visitant celestial,*
Y
crowd ot ragged, bestial
K ggar* at the convent gate?
V. >i.
tlie Vision there remain?
Would the Vision come again?
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All kinds of SEWING MACHINES
the best manner. Also Clocks. Guns, Listols, Locks,
Skates, &c., &c., repairied at short notice.
New and second-hand Sewing Machines of every

repaired

make, bought, sold, or exchanged.
Sewing Machine OIL ot Superior Quality, for sale.
Also Shuttles, Bobbins, Needles, Screw-Drivers, &c,
always on hand or made to order.
«i*AII Work Wai r.mleil
L. S.—Any kind of Sewing Machines furnished to
VENNER & WALKER,
order, by
3m‘Jl
4(5 Mam St., Belfast, Me.
1
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TWINES & NETTING.
Manufactured

by

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
4^Send lor Price-List.
lyr5l

Baltimore, Md.

>

1

CAUTION.—All genuine has the name Pibcvus
syrup,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown In tbe glaaa
J. P. Dln8Moh.m
\. 32-page pampblett.s nt free.
Proprietor, 30 Dey St N«-w Vork.
bold by all Druggists
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